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AGENDA 

 
I. Calling Meeting to Order  

 
II. Welcome & Introductions  

 
III. Public Comments (15 Minutes total) * 

 
IV. Approval of Minutes (12.07.2020 & 1.11.2021 Regular Meeting) 

 

V. Chair’s Report 

a. Chair Updates 

VI. Director’s Report 
a. Bundle of Incentives for Affordable Housing Development  

b. Recently approved Board of County Commissioner Agenda Items 

c. Affordable Housing Services Report  

d. Federal/State/Local Grant Updates 

e. Monthly Newsletter 
 

VII. Future Business Items 
 

VIII. Adjourn 
 

Note:  The next meeting is scheduled for March 8, 2021. 
 

* The hearing will be held via communications media technology as County Center, 601 
E. Kennedy Blvd., remains closed to the public in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Arrangements have been made for members of the public who want to participate to have 
access to the public hearing. Anyone who wishes to speak during the public hearing can 
do so by contacting the Affordable Housing Advisory Board 
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at AffordableHousingServices@hillsboroughcounty.org. You will be required to provide 
your name and telephone number in your email request to speak. This information is 
being requested to facilitate the audio-conferencing process. The Chair will call on 
speakers by name in the order in which they submitted their email request.  
 
Prioritization is on a first-come first-served basis. An audio call-in number will be 
provided to participants who have submitted an email request. All callers will be muted 
upon calling and will be unmuted in the submission order after being recognized by the 
Chair by name. Up to three (3) minutes are allowed for each speaker. Signups for the 
Affordable Housing Advisory Board/February 8, 2020 will not be accepted after 30 
minutes prior to the start of the hearing. Public comments offered using communications 
media technology will be afforded equal consideration as if the public comments were 
offered in person. You also can submit comments or any documents prior to the meeting 
by sending them to AffordableHousingServices@hillsboroughcounty.org.  
 
Note: Speakers are asked to follow common courtesy when speaking before the 
committee, and disruptive participants will be removed at the Chair’s discretion if they 
violate the following prohibitions: 

 Promoting, advertisement of, and/or solicitation for private businesses  

 Personal attacks against others, including committee or staff members 

Calls for violence, inappropriate language, racial and discriminatory comments, 
defamatory statements, and religious intolerance 



 

 

Hillsborough County 
Affordable Housing Advisory Board (AHAB) 

2021 Meeting Dates  
 

 
The following are the meeting dates for 2021, as approved at the November 

9, 2020 Board Meeting. All meetings begin at 9:00 am. 
 

Monday, January 11, 2021  
  

Monday, February 8, 2021  
  

Monday, March 8, 2021  
  

Monday, April 12, 2021  
  

Monday, May 10, 2021  
  

Monday, June 14, 2021  
  

Monday, July 12, 2021  
  

Monday, August 9, 2021  
  

Monday, September 13, 2021  
  

Monday, October 11, 2021  
  

Monday, November 8, 2021  
  

Monday, December 13, 2021 
 

*Dates are subject to approval by AHAB and to venue availability 
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1                      ATTENDEES
2 Commissioner Kimberly Overman, Chair, Hillsborough 

County Board of County Commissioners
3

Marc Rosenwasser, Citizen Actively Engaged in the 
4 Residential Home Building Industry
5 Cheryl Howell, Director, Affordable Housing Services

Cody Powell, Board Member of AHAB
6

James Brewer, Audio and Video conference
7

Nancy Takemori, Assistant County Attorney
8

Cheri Donahue, City of Temple Terrace
9

Sarah Combs, CEO, University CDC
10

Connie Burton, At-Large
11

Mr. Hudson
12

Representative Hart
13

Mayor Lott
14

Jennifer Malone
15

MaryAnn Abrahamsen
16

Jim Taylor
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
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1                P R O C E E D I N G S

2          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Good afternoon.  

3     Welcome to the Affordable Housing Advisory 

4     Board, Hillsborough County.  We are 

5     conducting a hybrid meeting today.  Some of 

6     our members are actually in attendance at 

7     the County Center and others are attending 

8     virtually.

9              Today is Monday, December 7th, and 

10     I'd like to call the meeting to order.  

11              Welcome, everyone.  We don't quite 

12     have a quorum, but I would like to ask 

13     either Natasha or our Clerk to do a roll 

14     call to establish not only attendance, but 

15     also the quorum in the room.

16          THE CLERK:  Commissioner, we just 

17     received our quorum.  Mr. Powell is in 

18     attendance now.

19          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  All right.  All 

20     right.  So, can you please call attendance, 

21     please?

22          THE CLERK:  Yes, ma'am.  Overman.

23          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Here.

24          THE CLERK:  Rosenwasser.

25          MR. ROSENWASSER:  Here.
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1          THE CLERK:  Burton.  
2          MS. BURTON:  Here.
3          THE CLERK:  Lott.  
4          MAYOR LOTT:  Here.
5          THE CLERK:  Donahue.
6          MS. DONAHUE:  Here.
7          THE CLERK:  Powell.
8          MR. POWELL:  Here.
9          THE CLERK:  Jackson-Simms.  Hudson.  

10          MR. HUDSON:  Here.
11          THE CLERK:  Combs.  
12          MS. COMBS:  Here.
13          THE CLERK:  O'Donnelly.  Nievez.  Strom.  
14     Okay.  
15              We have excused absences for 
16     Councilman Gudes and Mr. Hollace.
17          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  
18     Excellent.  I did have an intention for 
19     Ms. Jackson-Simms to actually attend 
20     virtually, but she's not online.  Is that 
21     correct?  It doesn't appear so.  We'll just 
22     assume that she's either joining us late or 
23     she'll be joining us later.
24              Welcome, everyone.  I'd like to 
25     open the Agenda Item Number 3 for public 
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1     comment.  Public comments are appreciated 
2     and given an opportunity to speak to issues 
3     associated with the county as it relates to 
4     affordable housing.  We've set 15 minutes 
5     aside for public comment.  
6              And immediately we will go through 
7     the public comment.  The board may hear 
8     comments at the end of the meeting for 
9     anyone that isn't able to do that within the 

10     first 15 minutes.
11              There's a public comment form at 
12     HillsboroughCounty/speakup to be able to 
13     anticipate, or you can always reach out and 
14     send an email to the Affordable Housing 
15     Department.
16              We do have several people that have 
17     signed up, and I'm going to call on each of 
18     them.  You'll need to open your mic when 
19     your name is called, and you'll have three 
20     minutes to speak.
21              The first speaker is Carol Ransom.  
22     Welcome.
23          MS. HOWELL:  Good afternoon.  I do want 
24     to thank you for this opportunity.  I'm out 
25     here in East Tampa, which is part of 
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1     Hillsborough County, and I noticed during 
2     the pandemic that a lot of the construction 
3     that would have been set aside by 
4     Hillsborough County has been wrapped in red 
5     tape.  
6              In the meantime, we have a number 
7     of developers that are in our community 
8     today.  They are producing a product 
9     somewhere along the line -- and I've seen it 

10     go as high as $438,000.  
11              We know that affordable housing is 
12     a must.  First and foremost, working class 
13     housing is detrimental to our society.  We 
14     have got to make room for those people who 
15     have not yet reached that benchmark that 
16     says "affordable housing."  
17              We are still workforce housing, and 
18     we need a product.  We need something that 
19     we can purchase between 80 and $150,000, 
20     something that we can own, which has always 
21     been the Great American Dream.  
22              Right now we know we're in the 
23     stages of the pandemic.  We have families 
24     that are squeezed in on top of other family 
25     members.  And when anybody is declared 
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1     positive by the COVID test-19, we don't even 
2     have enough accommodations for that person 
3     to be able to move out and move somewhere 
4     else, because they're not public.  
5              Therefore, we have families that 
6     are sleeping in cars because one family 
7     member may test positive.  
8              What we're asking for -- And this 
9     is not beyond human dignity.  It is 

10     workforce housing.  We know that the county 
11     owns a bundle of land off of Flagg and 50th 
12     Street.  Some of the trees have already been 
13     weeded out.  
14              We're asking for a particular 
15     product, whether it's container homes, 
16     whether it's just a small tiny village with 
17     smaller homes.  But we need a product where 
18     working class people can afford to live 
19     without concern of being forced out because 
20     they cannot meet mortgages.  
21              Thank you so much.
22          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you very 
23     much for your comments, Ms. Howell.  I 
24     appreciate that.
25              Next on the sign-up is Caroline 
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1     Kirkland.  Is Carolyn Kirkland available?

2          THE CLERK:  Commissioner, I do not 

3     believe she's signed up just yet or joined 

4     the meeting.

5          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  She hasn't joined 

6     the meeting yet.  Great.  If she does come 

7     in before we're done, could you please bring 

8     that to my attention.  I appreciate that.

9          THE CLERK:  Absolutely.

10          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Next on the 

11     sign-up is Diane Hart.  I don't know if 

12     you're wearing your Representative hat 

13     today, but thank you very much for joining 

14     us.  

15              Ms. Hart, you're recognized.

16          REPRESENTATIVE HART:  Thank you very 

17     much for allowing me an opportunity to come.  

18     I'm just kind of wearing my East Tampa 

19     Business and Civic Association hat as a CEO 

20     of a not-for-profit.  And I do understand 

21     exactly what Ms. Carol is saying.

22              One of the things I'd like the 

23     committee to consider is how we do some demo 

24     and rebuild for people who are living in 

25     some dilapidated houses in our county.  
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1              Many of you-all do know that Grant 
2     Park, which is part of my district, is the 
3     county when you cross, because 52nd it turns 
4     from the city to the county.  
5              So there is some opportunity, I 
6     believe, for possibly to do something over 
7     in the Grant Park area.  And I know the 
8     parcel of land that Carol happens to be 
9     talking about.  It's been around for a long, 

10     long time.  And surely we do need to do 
11     something to develop that land.
12              So as a not-for-profit and 
13     affordable housing provider, I do 
14     understand.  We're being priced out of the 
15     rental market, completely out of the rental 
16     market.  We can barely find anywhere for 
17     people to move to.  
18              And yes, people are doing what we 
19     call "couch surfing," which is really 
20     another form of homelessness.  And really, 
21     it's getting cold.  Temperatures are 
22     changing.  I hate to think what we're going 
23     to look like when this moratorium is over if 
24     we do not get any extension on the 
25     moratorium.  
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1              So I believe that Hillsborough 
2     County has a real opportunity.  I don't 
3     really know what your budget looks like, but 
4     I believe that every municipality is going 
5     to have a real opportunity to provide some 
6     affordable housing, and I would just implore 
7     you-all to please look at the demo rebuild 
8     and see how we might be able to put up some 
9     houses for people who are living in 

10     dilapidated circumstances where the house 
11     costs far too much for us to rehab them.  
12              But we don't want to put people out 
13     of their houses.  So I look forward to 
14     working with you-all as a legislator when I 
15     go back to Tallahassee to see what it is we 
16     can do.  
17              As you-all know, I will continue to 
18     fight for the Sadowski Housing Trust Fund, 
19     which I thought we won last year, at $387 
20     million, and it got swept from the budget by 
21     the governor.  So I will continue my fight 
22     both there and at home.  
23              So thank you very much.  And I'm 
24     just going to continue watching to see other 
25     comments from the rest of our community 
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1     members.  So thank you.

2          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 

3     you very, very much.

4              And you and I are on the same page.  

5     I'm actually going to speak to some of the 

6     things that you just described regarding our 

7     state issues a little bit later.

8              Thank you very much for being here.  

9     And please stay on.  We've got more to share 

10     with you.

11              Next on our speaker list is 

12     Mr. Shawn Wilson.  Shawn Wilson, you're 

13     recognized.  

14          MR. WILSON:  Thank you very much, Madame 

15     Chair.  

16              Just as a follow-up to the prior 

17     comment, as a reminder, I'm on the Blue Sky 

18     Community, 5300 West Cypress Street.  I'm 

19     also the Legislative Affairs Chair of our 

20     statewide Affordable Housing Developer's 

21     Advocacy coalition.  

22              So we do -- we really are focused 

23     on session and lobbying leadership in the 

24     State and the House.  So, of course, I 

25     welcome collaboration with the county on 
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1     that.
2              I wanted to give one quick update 
3     on the development that Blue Sky is working 
4     on with UACV.  It's called Town Sky.  I may 
5     have talked about it before.  It's 61 units 
6     and a proposed rental housing on 12th and 
7     Fletcher.  That's got a large allocation of 
8     funding from the county's Hope Fund, and the 
9     development is moving along nicely through 

10     permitting.  We expect to break ground 
11     hopefully in April or May.  
12              It's going to be a really exciting 
13     development.  It's a single building, four 
14     stories, all two-bedroom and three-bedroom 
15     units, so really a family oriented 
16     community.
17              Lastly, I wanted to talk about a 
18     couple of RFPs the county had put out, but 
19     then they pulled them.  And I thought that 
20     the folks on this board may want to be aware 
21     of that.  
22              First was the Ybor City 
23     county-owned property which is across the 
24     street from the Sheriff's Department.  Also 
25     across the street from Colombia Restaurant.  
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1     Blue Sky applied under that program.  The 
2     other applicant was the Darrell Shaw 
3     company.  
4              And I think that the staff and the 
5     committee, the review committee, 
6     unfortunately for Blue Sky, was leaning 
7     towards selecting Mr. Shaw's proposal.  But 
8     that got pulled, and so that's an affordable 
9     housing opportunity that's in an urban area 

10     that's near jobs, it's near transit.  And I 
11     hope that the county looks at those parcels 
12     again in the future for a potential 
13     affordable housing.
14              Secondly is MOSI.  I was happy to 
15     actually see that this RFP got pulled, not 
16     because I want to push back that 
17     redevelopment, but because there has to be 
18     affordable housing on the MOSI site in the 
19     future.  
20              I think that the county should 
21     break apart the MOSI RFP into just an 
22     affordable housing RFP on MOSI, and then 
23     everything else.  
24              Because it's very difficult for a 
25     big master developer, 50 or 100 acres, to 
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1     then say, "And I'm going to do a little bit 

2     of affordable housing, or some affordable 

3     housing."

4              Because affordable housing is 

5     developed by specialists, and a big master 

6     developer is not a specialist.  So I would 

7     urge the county, when they reissue the MOSI 

8     RFP, to actually either issue two separate 

9     RFPs or issue it under the supposition that 

10     they're going to get two classes of 

11     respondents:  One who is doing affordable 

12     housing, and one who is doing everything 

13     else.

14              And that concludes my public 

15     comment.  Thank you, Madame Chair.

16          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you, 

17     Mr. Wilson.  I appreciate that.

18              Has Kirkland checked in yet?

19          THE CLERK:  No, she has not.

20          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Okay.  All right.  

21     That is the end of the list of those that 

22     had signed up for public comment.  Thank 

23     you-all for being here.  

24              The next item on the agenda is 

25     approval of the minutes, given that we have 
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1     a quorum, approval of the November 9th 

2     regular meeting minutes.  Do I have a 

3     motion?  Okay.  

4              I don't know who did the first.  I 

5     couldn't hear.

6          UNIDENTIFIED MALE:  Motion approved.

7          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  I'm assuming that 

8     Mr. Powell has made a motion, and Mayor Lott 

9     has made the second.  Is that correct?

10          THE CLERK:  No.  It was Mr. Rosenwasser.

11          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Mr. Rosenwasser 

12     offered a second.  It is difficult to hear 

13     those in the room, so you'll need to get 

14     very close to your mic and speak up, just so 

15     that I'm able to hear you.

16              With that, unless there's any other 

17     further comment, can you -- I'll accept a 

18     roll call vote, please.

19          THE CLERK:  Overman.

20          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Yes.

21          THE CLERK:  Rosenwasser.  

22          MR. ROSENWASSER:  Yes.

23          THE CLERK:  Burton.  

24          MS. BURTON:  Yes.

25          THE CLERK:  Lott.
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1          MAYOR LOTT:  Yes.
2          THE CLERK:  Donahue.  
3          MS. DONAHUE: Yes.
4          THE CLERK:  Powell.  
5          MR. POWELL:  Yes.  
6          THE CLERK:  Combs. 
7          MS. COMBS:  Yes.
8          THE CLERK:  The motion carried 
9     unanimously.

10          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you very 
11     much.  Thank you very much.  
12              The next item on the agenda is the 
13     Chair's report.  I'm going to keep this very 
14     short.
15              As we heard from Representative 
16     Hart, as well as our other public speaker, 
17     we do have a goal of helping redevelop 
18     communities last year when the Sadowski 
19     funds was supported by the legislature.  
20              However, there was approximately 
21     $12 million that Hillsborough County was due 
22     to receive.  However, its not appropriated.  
23              So in 2020, we were able to 
24     successfully defend the Sadowski Trust.  
25     However, those funds were not appropriated 
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1     for our use.
2              In 2021, we will have a potential 
3     opportunity to support the Sadowski and 
4     preserving the Sadowski as an economic 
5     engine to our community, giving people jobs 
6     and providing for home ownership and rental 
7     properties and rehabilitation that maybe the 
8     equivalent of what we saw last year.  
9              Because it seemed as though the doc 

10     stamps that fund this trust are still being 
11     submitted, and those fees are being paid and 
12     collected, and it's likely that we would see 
13     a comparable amount allocated to our benefit 
14     in Hillsborough County.
15              I would like to say that that means 
16     that we should have 24 million or so 
17     available.  But without reminding our 
18     legislators and those in Appropriations that 
19     that should be the case, I'm urging all of 
20     us to remember that we did not receive the 
21     funds that were allocated for us last year.  
22     It is an important economic driver for our 
23     success in Hillsborough County.  
24              So with that, I am also looking 
25     forward to speaking to the legislative 
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1     delegation this week -- Gosh, it's getting 
2     here quickly -- and look forward to seeing 
3     the committee assignments on House and the 
4     Senate side to see who are our allies there 
5     when it comes to moving affordable housing 
6     forward as a strong and important basis for 
7     Hillsborough County, and an economic driver 
8     for our recovery from COVID.
9              With that, I'd like to open the 

10     door for our Director to offer our 
11     Director's report.
12          MS. HOWELL:  Good afternoon.  Wonderful.  
13     Thank you so much, Commissioner.  And I 
14     thank all of you for bringing forth the 
15     public comments.  And, of course, thank you 
16     to our board for continuing to advocate for 
17     affordable housing needs in Hillsborough 
18     County.  
19              Commissioner, I would request your 
20     permission to rearrange a couple of things.  
21     We do have some guest speakers.  We have 
22     MaryAnn Abrahamsen from the MPO.  And if we 
23     could get her to come up and speak first.  
24              And then next we have Jim Taylor.  
25     And then I'll go through the remainder of my 
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1     items, if so permitted.
2          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Absolutely.  
3     Ms. Abrahamsen, if you're ready, you are 
4     recognized.  
5          MS. ABRAHAMSEN:  Hi, everyone.  Thank 
6     you.  So, I'm here with my co-worker, 
7     Jennifer Malone.  She is sharing her screen, 
8     so she will kick off our presentation today 
9     about the Hillsborough County Comprehensive 

10     Plan update.  Specifically, she'll be 
11     speaking about the Housing Element.
12              So Jennifer, take it away.
13          MS. MALONE:  Jennifer Malone here.  I am 
14     with the Hillsborough County Planning 
15     Commission, and I'm going to provide an 
16     update about our Comprehensive Plan update, 
17     and specifically what they're working on.  
18              First I'll provide a little 
19     framework.  The Comprehensive Plan is 
20     required for every jurisdiction, per Florida 
21     state statute, and one of the rules of the 
22     planning commission is to maintain that plan 
23     and to make sure it's updated.  
24              The plan provides policy direction 
25     at the local jurisdiction on issues that 
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1     affect quality of life.
2              The state is heavily restricted 
3     actually about the background information 
4     update that must be included in the plan, 
5     and all of that background information and 
6     data will help the goals and objectives and 
7     policies that we set out in the elements.
8              The plan is comprehensively updated 
9     every 6 to 10 years.  The Housing Element 

10     has not been updated since 2008, so it is 
11     definitely time to take a look at this.
12              The plan, however, is not 
13     regulatory.  Certain items, like setbacks 
14     and lot sizes, are a functions of the Land 
15     Development Code; however, the Comprehensive 
16     Plan and the Land Development Code kind of 
17     work together in that respect.
18              It's also not a funding program, 
19     but state and federal housing plans must be 
20     consistent with the goals, objectives and 
21     policies of the Housing Element.  
22              And I get that statement directly 
23     from the Department of Economic Opportunity 
24     website.  So a lot of this information is 
25     available, if anybody wants to look later.
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1              It's also not an action plan.  
2     We're just setting up some goals, objectives 
3     and policies, but there is no -- it's not 
4     necessarily an action plan in that respect.
5              This is a graphic of the plan 
6     update and kind of where we are with it.  
7              One Water on the top right has 
8     already been adopted, so that is taken care 
9     of.  

10              And housing falls under the 
11     environment section of the plan, because it 
12     really ties in nicely with the Future Land 
13     Use Element as well as that element.  So 
14     we're really looking at how we can link 
15     housing, transportation, and future land use 
16     with this element with this update.
17              So, we started this in the summer 
18     of 2019.  We automatically have the phone 
19     numbers and pager (inaudible).  I started 
20     working with him on this report before he 
21     retired.  This has been (inaudible) we 
22     (inaudible) every single goal, objective and 
23     65 policy in the Housing Element.  
24              We have looked at topic gaps.  We 
25     drafted policy, which is organized policies, 
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1     to make sure.  On the bottom of the slide is 

2     all the policies printed out in photo cards, 

3     and we kind of set them out where we can see 

4     everything and arrange and figure out where 

5     our top hats are.  We also flagged the 

6     discussion.  

7              Right now, we're in this fourth 

8     phase, and so members of this board are 

9     (inaudible) surely appreciate we'll be 

10     moving into stakeholder involvement and 

11     policy refinement as well.

12          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Ms. Malone, could 

13     you move a little closer to the mic?  You're 

14     breaking up just a tiny bit.  I want to make 

15     sure everyone hears all of your words.

16          MS. MALONE:  I apologize.  Feel free to 

17     cut me off if you can't hear me.  Hopefully 

18     this is a little bit better.  

19              We were looking at the Board of 

20     County Commissioner's policy statements to 

21     help inform this plan update.  These are 

22     some statements from the workshop that the 

23     Board of Directors has given us that we're 

24     looking at, including any update on 

25     retaining a range of affordable housing, 
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1     making sure we've linked affordable housing 
2     with transit and infrastructure, as well as 
3     looking at density bonuses and incentives 
4     and making sure that this is accessible to 
5     employment and mass transit as well.
6              A good thing is that we do have a 
7     lot of these items in the plan already, but 
8     we're going to try to make them better.  
9     These are just some objectives and policy 

10     that are currently adopted that we're going 
11     to look at refining and making sure that 
12     they're better.  But we do have a lot of 
13     these in the plan already.  So that's good 
14     news.  
15              And I will turn it over to MaryAnn.
16          MS. ABRAHAMSEN:  Thank you, Jennifer.  
17              So, here we have just a sampling of 
18     stakeholders that we have either met with so 
19     and formed working groups or plan to meet 
20     when the working groups meet.  
21              So of course Affordable Housing 
22     services is involved.  Development Services, 
23     Economic Development, the County Attorney's 
24     office.  Other stakeholders include 
25     specifically Dr. Strom who I know is 
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1     involved in this work, and she's been very 
2     helpful.  The University of Florida I-Class 
3     extension, and Hart as well.  We will be 
4     meeting with (inaudible) for our housing and 
5     transportation.
6              So, this is kind of small, so I 
7     apologize.  But here's our timeline and some 
8     topics that we have been discussing, and 
9     will be discussing in the future.  

10              So, we kicked it off in September 
11     so all the working group members could be 
12     associated and familiarize themselves with 
13     one another.  
14              We discussed adequate terminology, 
15     which has also come up at our subsequent 
16     meetings.  Just constantly making sure 
17     everyone is speaking the same language and 
18     on the same page.  
19              Because words are important, and 
20     some seemingly minor changes can actually 
21     can make a big difference.
22              So, then in October we transitioned 
23     to speaking about migrant farm worker 
24     housing and self-help housing communities.  
25              And then in November we discussed 
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1     group homes and what has been referred to so 
2     far as the "special needs" population, and 
3     again looking at changing some of the 
4     terminology involved in reference to the 
5     special needs population.
6              And then since November we have 
7     agreed with the working group to meet 
8     one-on-one with some of the members.  
9     Because some of these topics, as you can 

10     see, are very niche topics.  
11              So we have decided to have 
12     one-on-one meetings between now and January.  
13     We'll circle back with the group in January 
14     and bring some of that feedback back to the 
15     board.
16              So topics to come and topics we'll 
17     be discussing this month and next month are 
18     accessory dwelling units, inclusionary 
19     zoning.  That is a hot topic.  The 
20     affordable housing density bonuses, which we 
21     are exploring a consultant for.  And linking 
22     Housing And transportation, as Jennifer 
23     spoke to, is also very important.  
24              And so that committee will meet in 
25     January.  Again, this is a fluid timeline, 
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1     subject to change.  We will also be working 
2     in the overall county's processing 
3     procedures programs and impact fees.  So 
4     that's that.
5              We have a lot of work to do still.  
6     I should mention also that that list of 
7     stakeholders that we've reached out to, 
8     again, is not conclusive.  
9              We also have a meeting with the 

10     Development Committee to get some feedback 
11     with the folks that work with these policies 
12     every day and to see how we can improve upon 
13     those.  So, I felt this was worth 
14     mentioning.  
15              There are two concurrent efforts 
16     occurring now that we are keeping our eye on 
17     that are not directly related, I should say, 
18     to the work that we are doing.  
19              We're not directly, you know, 
20     incorporating these into our efforts now.  
21     We are tracking them and making sure that if 
22     anything were to affect the Housing Element, 
23     that we are going to take that into 
24     consideration.
25              So the first one is a 
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1     publicly-initiated study around growth and 
2     development in the Wimauma area.  And that 
3     study includes a proposed amendment to the 
4     Housing Element (inaudible) category for 
5     eligibility for affordable housing density 
6     bonuses.
7              And then the second one is a 
8     privately-initiated text amendment to the 
9     Housing Element that proposes changes to the 

10     density bonuses and creates a transit 
11     density bonus.
12              So, also I will say both of these 
13     will be discussed during the BOCC workshop 
14     tomorrow, which is directly following the 
15     Land Use Hearing.  
16              So if anyone is interested in 
17     listening to that discussion, that will be 
18     occurring tomorrow.
19              The next slide. All right.  So, 
20     that's it.  I know we kind of breezed 
21     through this.  There's lots of other good 
22     stuff to talk about today.  So if you have 
23     any other questions, feel free to reach out 
24     to either Jennifer or I.  We're available 
25     now as well if you have any questions.  And 
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1     we'll make sure to keep you guys updated as 

2     we go along.  

3          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you very 

4     much for your report.

5              I don't see any hands raised for 

6     questions, but I do have one, of course.  

7              Is there anyone else that has a 

8     question that you'd like to have answered 

9     while Ms. Abrahamsen is here?  Okay.  I have 

10     a question.

11              Who is that, please?

12          MS. BURTON:  Connie Burton.

13          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Ms. Burton, you're 

14     recognized.

15          MS. BURTON:  And I wanted to know, could 

16     the city be considered as part of the 

17     working group members?  Is this just, you 

18     know, a county initiative, and then your 

19     partnership is based -- I saw USF, Hart 

20     line.  

21              But the first question, is the city 

22     part of the working group?  Anybody 

23     representing the city as part of this 

24     equation?  

25          MS. ABRAHAMSEN:  At the moment, this 
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1     work is just affecting the Hillsborough 
2     County Comprehensive Plan, so we're not 
3     currently working on the City of Tampa's 
4     Comprehensive Plan.  So the working group 
5     members now are consisting of county staff 
6     specifically and -- as you know, Hart is 
7     multi-jurisdictional.  But we don't have 
8     anybody sitting Tampa-specific in the 
9     working group at this moment.

10          MS. BURTON:  And the reason why I asked 
11     that, Commissioner, is because inside of our 
12     communities we are losing ground fast.  We 
13     are being pushed out into the county and are 
14     being welcomed, adopted.  Don't know if the 
15     resources are there, but just alone, if you 
16     just think about the number of residents 
17     that had to leave recently out of the Tampa 
18     Park area, as well as out of the North 
19     Boulevard area, that should be an alarming 
20     concern as to the placement of these votes.
21              And if I can just go back I guess a 
22     little bit, too, Commissioner.  Listening to 
23     the public comments, you know, this 
24     "affordable housing" term is so hijacked 
25     until it's becoming nauseating.  
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1              Because I have yet to see one 
2     development that speaks to the issue of 
3     essential workers, working class people.  
4     And folks are just getting away with armed 
5     robbery.
6              We need to craft out something that 
7     will stop this, because people are being 
8     forced now into the county as they build 
9     half a million dollar houses in areas that 

10     was once described as "slums," "ghettos," 
11     "projects."  We can no longer live there, 
12     but we've got to live somewhere.
13              So, you know, if this working group 
14     don't have anybody from the city there, 
15     shame on them.  Because we have to answer to 
16     this question as to why this facade exists 
17     that we are creating a housing product 
18     that's available for everybody.
19          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you, 
20     Ms. Burton.  And I share your pain.  That 
21     sort of relates to my question as well.  
22              When you showed the working group 
23     members, it appears as though it's only, you 
24     know, populated by staff members.  And Hart 
25     has appointed Tyler Hudson as our 
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1     representative on this board from Hart.  
2     He's a board member there, but he also is a 
3     board member here, and his hat, per se, is 
4     as a representative of Hart.  And he also, 
5     if I'm not mistaken -- And Mr. Hudson, if 
6     you're here, which I think you were -- your 
7     work prior to getting on the Hart board was 
8     to work with the Mayor's Housing Task Force 
9     that existed when she first got elected.

10              So I do agree that it's one thing 
11     to have a Comprehensive Plan that does 
12     address all of Hillsborough County, but it 
13     would seem appropriate that we have 
14     stakeholders that are citizens that are 
15     representative of Hart as well as the 
16     stakeholders that are part of this.  
17              That is part of the reason why the 
18     affordable Housing Board has been expanded 
19     to include a good representation of 
20     stakeholders, including the cities, to make 
21     sure we hear that voice.
22              But this plan does not appear to 
23     have -- does not appear to represent that 
24     same diversity that we've attempted to -- or 
25     voices attempted to create within this 
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1     board.
2              Can you help me understand whether 
3     that's just -- was that a decision, or is 
4     that the way it's just sort of fallen out?
5          MS. ABRAHAMSEN:  So, yeah, thank you for 
6     that feedback.
7              So, we will have more traditional 
8     outreach efforts later on in this process.  
9     But for now, as you mentioned, we're  

10     working -- we're heavy with staff and also 
11     with your external stakeholders 
12     associations.  
13              Staff has been involved.  And, 
14     again, we haven't met with Hart yet, but 
15     that is to come, because we have not spoken 
16     about the housing and transportation 
17     elements as of right now.  But that is to 
18     come.
19              So the list that was provided 
20     earlier is inconclusive, and also we will be 
21     adding to that going forward.  
22              So I appreciate that feedback, and 
23     certainly we'll be exploring hoping to 
24     create a more diverse, you know, stakeholder 
25     list as we move forward.
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1          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Can I 

2     call on Mr. Hudson to offer his support of 

3     this conversation?  Are you available, sir?

4          MR. HUDSON:  Yep.  Can you hear me?

5          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  We can.

6          MR. HUDSON:  Great.  First of all, hi.  

7     I'm Tyler, the new guy.  

8              So, a couple things unpacked.  

9     There's obviously a financial dimension to 

10     promoting housing affordability and not -- 

11     you know, those buckets of money differ from 

12     the state or the city or the county.  

13              From a regulatory perspective, the 

14     Comprehensive Plan for the City of Tampa and 

15     the Comprehensive Plan for Hillsborough 

16     County don't have to be that different.

17              I'm a land use attorney, and so I 

18     deal with the Comprehensive Plans and the 

19     great staffs who work with them regularly.  

20     And there's no reason that I can think of 

21     why a review of the Hillsborough County Comp 

22     Plan to promote housing affordability 

23     strategies can't really occur in tandem with 

24     a review for the City of Tampa.

25              We drive across the county a lot, 
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1     and I think a lot of folks don't really know 
2     where the county line -- where the city line 
3     stops and the county line starts.  I think 
4     to view these places as completely isolated 
5     from one another can be a little bit of a 
6     mistake.  
7              I don't see any reason why -- I 
8     don't know if that's within our power.  
9     Again, this is my first meeting here.  

10     Whether we can direct some type of parallel 
11     effort to occur with the City of Tampa 
12     Comprehensive Plan, that would seem to be 
13     advisable.  But, again, I've been a member 
14     of this board for 35 minutes, so I'm a 
15     little reluctant to come up with too many 
16     suggestions.
17              But to Ms. Burton's point, yeah, 
18     the city has a huge problem to deal with 
19     what's going on in various legacy projects 
20     around the city, avoiding displacement, 
21     avoiding unnecessary gentrification.  
22              These are issues that really are 
23     occurring most acutely right now in the City 
24     of Tampa, so the City of Tampa Comprehensive 
25     Plan would be a place to direct some energy, 
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1     I think.

2          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 

3     you for that feedback.  

4              By the way, welcome.  It wasn't on 

5     my agenda.  But Tyler Hudson joins us as a 

6     representative appointee from the Hart 

7     board.  He's had some experience working in 

8     the housing area, as well as transit area, 

9     as his background in land use.  So we have a 

10     great -- another great board member to add 

11     to this voice.  So I would encourage you.  

12              Are there any other comments or 

13     questions regarding this particular 

14     presentation?  Hearing none.

15              The next item on the -- Thank you 

16     very much for the presentation.  I look 

17     forward to seeing or hearing about when the 

18     next working group meeting is, and I look 

19     forward to seeing the progresses that being 

20     made in this area.

21          MS. ABRAHAMSEN:  Thank you-all for 

22     having us.  And thank you for the feedback.  

23     It's been helpful.

24          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Great.  Thank you 

25     very much for your work.  
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1          MS. HOWELL:  MaryAnn and Jennifer, thank 

2     you so much.  I so appreciate the work that 

3     you do.  You're making tremendous changes, 

4     and so thank you.  

5          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Yeah.  You have 

6     been listening to lots of our conversations, 

7     so this is terrific.  Thank you very much 

8     for your presentation today.

9              Next on the agenda is the 

10     legislative update.  And it's the 

11     illustrious Jim Taylor, the Division 

12     Director of Government Relations.  Jim, 

13     you're recognized.

14          MR. TAYLOR:  That's great hyperbole.  I 

15     appreciate the introduction.  But this is 

16     good timing, and obviously very appropriate 

17     to have State Representative Hart on here as 

18     well.  

19              But I'm Jim Taylor.  I'm the 

20     Government Relations Division Director for 

21     the county.  I have my associate, Lauren 

22     Storch, that I demanded she be on here as 

23     well, because she was a massive foot soldier 

24     this past year on some major items.

25              But we are your team.  We get to 
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1     work with our elected County Commissioners\, 
2     and we get the joint privilege of advocating 
3     up in Tallahassee and D.C.  
4              Obviously we've got a session 
5     coming up.  Obviously with COVID, that has 
6     shifted the timeline of when committee 
7     meetings start.  So committees don't begin 
8     until January, and a strong chance that 
9     there will be a Special coming up there 

10     early January.  
11              Quickly, since it was actually 
12     already talked about, with the Sadowski 
13     Fund, it was fortunate we made huge strides 
14     this year to get the money allocated.  
15              Unfortunately, because of the 
16     climate that we're in, the hope is that the 
17     money that is still there -- it wasn't 
18     swept.  Which is a good thing.  
19              But the money that is still there, 
20     you know, we've been told the Florida 
21     Housing Corporation is going to try to see 
22     if they can get that tacked on to the 
23     specials, since obviously they're going to 
24     be talking about the budget during the 
25     special.
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1              So we will do our part to figure 
2     out, to push and to figure out if that's 
3     going to be the case.
4              But in terms of how we go about 
5     kind of developing and then ultimately 
6     advocating or being a proponent or opponent 
7     to certain items, we work with our 
8     directors.  I get to work with Ms. Howell, 
9     whom I love, and she gets to tell me all the 

10     wonderful things that she's doing and all 
11     the things that we need our partners in 
12     Tallahassee and D.C. to help us out with.
13              And then we work with the executive 
14     team, obviously our County Administrator, 
15     and then ultimately we meet with all seven 
16     County Commissioners.  And whether -- 
17     Obviously Commissioner Overman knows all 
18     things affordable housing, so I don't have 
19     to update her on anything.  She's more 
20     likely updating me on everything.
21              And we then have our priorities for 
22     State session.  And then obviously D.C. is a 
23     much different beast.  Tallahassee, it's a 
24     sprint.  D.C., it's a marathon.  The process 
25     is different.  The buckets of money we're 
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1     dealing with are different.  
2              But with session -- obviously, with 
3     session coming up, we're going to be honed 
4     in on, again, is the Senate going to be 
5     workshopping more affordable housing bills?  
6              And, obviously, the big elephant in 
7     the room of course is going to be the 
8     budget.  If you remember 2010/2011, those 
9     were years where we weren't cutting fat.  

10     The state was cutting bone.
11              I pray we're not going to be at 
12     that level this year.  The following year is 
13     going to be even worse for a budget year.  
14     But I think in terms of appropriations, 
15     specifically Sadowski, Sale, Ship, and some 
16     other affordable housing grant 
17     opportunities, if we can keep things status 
18     quo.  You know, don't sweep, because that's 
19     our money, as Commissioner Overman, the 
20     Chair, was just saying.  
21              We're still collecting money from 
22     the doc stamp, and that money is being, you 
23     know, collected for a specific reason, and 
24     should be allocated for the specified 
25     reason.  And so that has been our messaging 
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1     for the past three, four years.  
2              The Senate has actually been a 
3     great partner.  They have had two senators 
4     in particular, (inaudible) and Mayfield, who 
5     have actually filed legislation that says 
6     "Hands off Sadowski.  You can't do it."
7              And there's a Senator -- 
8     (inaudible) is going to be the Senate 
9     president.  So that's going to be a big boom 

10     that's going to be good to continue that 
11     dialogue and  working with our friends in 
12     the House, Mrs. Hart's colleagues, to get 
13     them on our side on this particular issue.  
14     Especially, again, especially since we are 
15     collecting the doc stamp, and it is 
16     specific, you know, for the Sadowski Fund 
17     for affordable housing.
18              I have a document that I want you 
19     to send after the fact.  It's just quick 
20     little funding facts for the past fiscal 
21     year both on the federal level and on the 
22     state side.
23              But that is a -- I was told to be 
24     quick and to the point.  I hope I wasn't too 
25     quick.  But that's about the 30,000 foot 
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1     view that I have from my end.  

2              I'll be happy to answer any 

3     questions that there -- that anyone may 

4     have.

5          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 

6     you very much.  Jim Taylor and Lauren Storch 

7     are our telephone lines in Tallahassee and 

8     Washington.  They've done a great job of 

9     helping us communicate to all the 

10     legislature, whether it's state or federal,

11     how important affordable housing is not only 

12     to our citizens, but also to our economic 

13     growth.  So I truly appreciate that.

14              I'm not able to see the room to be 

15     able to identify if anyone in the room is 

16     raising their hand to speak.  But -- Let's 

17     see.  Is there anyone there?

18          MR. TAYLOR:  You have Representative 

19     Hart.

20          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  I see 

21     Representative Hart.  Normally I would not, 

22     because you're from the public, but I'm 

23     going to, because you are my legislator.  

24     And I do actually serve in my district, so 

25     I'm going to give you all kinds of -- Go 
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1     ahead.
2          REPRESENTATIVE HART:  I just want to 
3     make one small comment, Jim.  I would 
4     greatly appreciate it if you-all let me know 
5     early what your priorities are.  
6              Because the one thing that makes it 
7     more difficult for us from this delegation 
8     is when we're not quite sure where you are 
9     on an issue.  

10              We kind of like to know early, as 
11     early as you-all know where you are, if you 
12     let us know, and the delegation, it really 
13     does help us.  
14              And as soon as I know what's 
15     happening with Sadowski, I will immediately 
16     reach out to Hillsborough County and have 
17     you-all get me letters or whatever it is 
18     that might help us in our fight over in the 
19     House.  
20              We don't seem to have the same 
21     level of commitment to the housing piece 
22     like the Senate does.  And you already know 
23     that.  I don't know what we'll have this 
24     time.  We have lost five seats.  So just 
25     remember that.  
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1              The quicker you can get it to us, 
2     the better it is for us.
3          MR. TAYLOR:  And we're working on that 
4     now.  And since we're talking actual 
5     timeline, in fact, Commissioner Overman was 
6     one of our first debriefings/briefings for 
7     the upcoming year.  
8              This election cycle makes our 
9     timing a lot harder, because we have two new 

10     County Commissioners, we have new members to 
11     our State delegation.  So we will be 
12     officially bringing our priorities, our 
13     state priorities, to the BOCC on the 6th.  
14              Once that has been given the 
15     blessing, that is now our song sheet for the 
16     year.  And of course they amend it as bills 
17     are filed, naturally, that we are fighting 
18     against or fighting for, amendments that are 
19     filed, legislation that we, you know -- or 
20     language in legislation that we love is 
21     pulled in a committee, and fight to get it 
22     added back on.
23              But all that to say, 
24     Representative, thank you for those 
25     comments.  Your office will be -- we'll be 
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1     reaching out to your office the minute we 

2     have that document and make sure that the 

3     entire delegation, of course, is timely 

4     notified of our priorities.  Especially 

5     since we've got filing deadlines and so 

6     forth.  So thank you.

7          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 

8     you.  Thank you very much.

9              Does anyone else have a question or 

10     comment?  Liz.  Liz Strom, you're 

11     recognized.

12          MS. STROM:  Thank you.  I'm sorry.  I 

13     cannot for the life of me figure out how to 

14     put my full name on here.  I'm "Liz," and 

15     everyone else gets their real name.

16              I have a couple of questions.  So, 

17     I appreciate the fact that the focus is on 

18     getting SHIP funds and other money so we can 

19     continue to build affordable housing, and 

20     that's great.

21              But we have some very immediate 

22     crisis level problems, in that the eviction 

23     moratorium will end at the end of the month.  

24     And even the current eviction moratorium for 

25     the CDC, it's like Swiss cheese in terms of 
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1     all the holes in it.
2              So I have two questions.  One is, 
3     what is going to happen at the end of the 
4     year with CARES funds?  
5              I saw that in our packet, there 
6     were a number of contracts with social 
7     service agencies that were going to be 
8     giving out CARES funds for rental 
9     assistance.  

10              I'm just wondering whether we're 
11     really going to be able to spend everything 
12     by the end of December.  
13              And is there any hope for 
14     additional funding from the state and 
15     federal level?  Well, the federal I kind of 
16     know.  It's a mess.  But any hope for having 
17     any sort of rental assistance past January?
18              And the other thing I wanted to 
19     say -- This has to do with state level 
20     policies.  Right now in the state of 
21     Florida, if you want to answer an eviction 
22     notice, you're supposed to put up the back 
23     rent you owe, and you don't get your day in 
24     court until you do that.  
25              Different judges have interpreted 
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1     that differently in terms of the moratorium.  
2     Some judges are saying that because of the 
3     moratorium, you don't need to put up the 
4     money, but others are insisting that you do.  
5              So people are getting evicted 
6     because they don't have the back rent to put 
7     up.
8              I believe that Representative 
9     Eskamani in the House, and I think Senator 

10     Torres in the Senate, are going to be 
11     proposing legislation to end that practice 
12     at least for the duration of this crisis.  
13              So I'm wondering if you've heard 
14     anything about that legislation.  I don't 
15     know if it's been filed yet.  But I would 
16     think that it would be important for us to 
17     try to make it easier for people to keep the 
18     hopes they have, in addition to looking to 
19     build new homes for the future.
20          REPRESENTATIVE HART:  None of our bills 
21     have been filed as of yet.  Bills are in 
22     posture.  They're in bill drafting or 
23     they're in some form of moving along.  
24              But no, we don't have any bills 
25     that are out there.  No bill numbers, none 
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1     of that yet.  

2              But yes, they are working on that.  

3     I don't know -- Just keep in mind we're    

4     45 -- We're 42.  So that's going to drive 

5     the narrative on what happens.  Whatever the 

6     governor really wants, that's what he will 

7     get.  And so far he's really not said much 

8     about extending it for the State of Florida.

9              My understanding is that if you 

10     have that declaration, they would not be 

11     able to evict you as long as it's 

12     COVID-related.  

13              And people have to remember that 

14     part of it.  If they don't say that, all 

15     bets are off.  You've got to tie it back to 

16     COVID.  The loss of job, loss of hours, 

17     we've got to be able to prove that.  And 

18     some people have not been able to do it, so 

19     it's been very difficult for a lot of 

20     people.  I'm sorry.

21          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 

22     you, Representative Hart.

23              Ms. Howell, you did present to the 

24     Board of County Commission -- What was it, 

25     the last meeting?  The meeting before last.  
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1     Some of the initiatives in an update.  I 
2     don't know if that's going to be in your 
3     Affordable Housing Services update.  
4              But you did actually make a 
5     presentation to the Board of County 
6     Commission of some of the things that the 
7     Affordable Housing, Economic Development, 
8     and variety of stakeholders are looking at 
9     to address some of the concerns that 

10     Ms. Strom elaborated.  
11              Could you give us a 30-second sort 
12     of synopsis of what that effort looks like, 
13     and then possibly address her questions 
14     regarding the coronavirus funding that we've 
15     used and where we are with that, that we 
16     have available?  
17          MS. HOWELL:  Yes, ma'am.  Yes, 
18     Commissioner.  
19              So, first and foremost, I want to 
20     say that all of the CARES funds that came in 
21     from the state, all of those funds are 
22     encumbered, and at this particular time all 
23     three of the agencies that received funding 
24     from Hillsborough County have maxed out the 
25     number of applicants that they can receive.
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1              So right now they're just stroking 
2     checks, and we're working on the 
3     administrative portion of the 
4     reimbursement.  So I feel confident that 
5     we're going to be able to spend all of those 
6     funds down before December 30th.  
7              So, beyond December 30th has been 
8     the looming issue.  So I went to the Board 
9     of County Commissioners, I want to say a 

10     couple of weeks ago, to present on 10 items 
11     really to focus on as we move forward in 
12     this sustained pandemic.
13              The first being our landlord 
14     eviction attorney plan.  How can we come 
15     together with the landlord and the resident 
16     to create a work plan so that we can keep 
17     people stabilized?  
18              And so that takes money to be able 
19     to do it.  And a portion of it is being able 
20     to pay the rent and the back rent, and 
21     another portion of it is the commitment 
22     moving forward.
23              We're looking at displacement, 
24     because some people are going to be 
25     displaced.  So we're looking at how we can 
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1     rapidly rehouse them.  We're looking at 
2     long-term needs.  We're looking at shared 
3     housing, which is a new type of initiative 
4     for us targeting a single-family rehab.  So 
5     we're going into some of the really tough 
6     areas and will be doing rehab so that the 
7     people that are housed can remain being 
8     housed.
9              We're also looking at rental 

10     subsidy programs so we can continue to 
11     stabilize the families, a nonprofit 
12     guarantee rent program.  
13              If you don't realize that once 
14     people get an eviction, it's very, very 
15     difficult for them to rent a place again.  
16     So if they have an eviction issue or a 
17     credit issue and a criminal issue, it's 
18     almost impossible for them to get housing.
19              And then we have a landlord rehab 
20     program that we're pushing, too.  So we have 
21     a number of what we want to call "naturally 
22     occurring" affordable housing.  So those 
23     units have -- sometimes need -- sometimes 
24     they fall in disrepair.  
25              So we're looking at going out and 
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1     providing an investment in those so that we 
2     can assure that those people that are living 
3     in those units have quality of life as well, 
4     and an eviction forgiveness program.
5              One of the things in particular I 
6     want to talk about is our multi-family 
7     relationship with our owners.  Our staff -- 
8     we have a team of people that went out to 
9     multi-family development.  

10              We've reached out to our landlords 
11     and we went on site and we worked with the 
12     property management companies to ensure that 
13     rents were getting paid, because we don't 
14     want to lose the assets and we don't want 
15     the people displaced.
16              And these are the kind of 
17     strategies that we're going to use moving 
18     forward.  So, we're bringing out all the 
19     goods right now.  So any tools that we have 
20     in the tool box, we're bringing them out.  
21              We understand that people are in 
22     dire need, and so we're going to be more 
23     present than ever and we'll be coming back 
24     to the board on how we're going to fund 
25     these programs in January.
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1              But while we're doing that, we're 

2     still going to be working on a number of 

3     back issues, administrative processes, to 

4     help support and extend those programs.

5          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 

6     you very much.  

7              There are some funds still 

8     available to individuals, but not at the 

9     level that previously had been applied for.  

10     I mean the R3 program.  There are limited 

11     applications available for rental 

12     assistance.  And that does require the 

13     coordination with the landlord, I believe.  

14     So there are things in the works to assist 

15     those that are up against the wall.  

16              But to your point, Ms. Strom, and 

17     actually also Representative Hart, it 

18     depends on the judge.  Apparently we're 

19     seeing some lack of consistency in terms of 

20     the eviction stay, whether it be the CDC or 

21     the state or otherwise, how that's being 

22     actually viewed, depending on which court.

23              So I think it is going to be 

24     important for us to look for ways that we 

25     can work across the aisle and across the 
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1     lane, per se, to see how we can work with 
2     the judiciary in trying to get some 
3     consistency so that when we develop 
4     programs, they have the opportunity to be 
5     effective.  And that would be very helpful.
6              Mr. Taylor.
7          MR. TAYLOR:  The only thing I'll add, I 
8     think it was referenced about additional 
9     funding for rental assistance.  I mean, as 

10     we have all seen just watching the news, 
11     obviously Congress is trying to work out a 
12     second tranche, a second stimulus that would 
13     hit many of the same cogs that the CARES Act 
14     did back in April.  
15              Rental assistance.  To your point, 
16     we're going to be dealing with the fallout 
17     for a while of the, you know, the eviction 
18     moratorium being lifted.  So it will be 
19     interesting to see, with the new 
20     administration, the new makeup of Congress, 
21     to see if that will specifically be 
22     addressed.  
23              But I do know they're also talking 
24     about the small business loans, and then 
25     whether or not they're going to do the 
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1     stimulus checks directly to the families.  

2              That was not included in the most 

3     recent round of negotiations, but that 

4     actually was brought forward by a couple of 

5     bipartisan senators, I think 

6     representatives, to say, "Hey, obviously we 

7     would have to spend more than the 900-ish 

8     billion figure that's out there, but we need 

9     to talk about the working families as well 

10     that, you know, we believe need those 

11     stimulus checks, that got them back in 

12     April."

13              Again, it's a moving target.  

14     Sadly, all this is still very political.  

15     We'll see how the plane lands.  But I 

16     anticipate some version, you know, being 

17     ultimately being agreed upon and signed.  

18     But just a matter of when and for what 

19     amount.

20          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you.  Thank 

21     you, Jim, I appreciate that.

22              And this is why it's so critically 

23     important.  The BOCC did get a report last 

24     week that showed that our peak of COVID 

25     exposures could possibly be in January and 
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1     February, that we are seeing a rapid 
2     acceleration of exposures.  
3              So that delays our ability to get 
4     people back to work as people become ill or 
5     have to stay home to care for others or need 
6     to quarantine and run the risk of losing 
7     their employment their employment.
8              So it's really important for all of 
9     us to work very hard at this.  That's why 

10     we're continuing to look for ways that we 
11     can assist people that are struggling to 
12     make ends meet and to care for their 
13     families.  So I appreciate the comments.
14              With that, I'm going to move on to 
15     the recently approved Board of County 
16     Commissioner agenda items.  
17          THE CLERK:  We did have one comment from 
18     Sarah Combs.
19          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  I'm so sorry.  I 
20     did not see that.  Ms. Combs, you're 
21     recognized.
22          MS. COMBS:  My question is for 
23     Mr. Taylor.  We did hear about the strategic 
24     plan for Sadowski Funds, but what is our 
25     legislative priorities for bringing home 
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1     additional funds for affordable housing here 
2     in Hillsborough County?  
3              I think it would behoove this board 
4     to be able to really get on the same game 
5     plan as you in terms of what we can do for 
6     legislative session in order to secure more 
7     dollars, or if there's other funding 
8     opportunities for us to do so.
9              I think waving and waiting to see 

10     what you-all come up with and then give it 
11     to us is kind of retroactive.  So I might 
12     speak for myself, but I know other members 
13     of this board really want to be engaged in 
14     that process and allow us an opportunity to 
15     do work on our side of the fence as well 
16     reaching out to those legislators and 
17     helping give you a push.  
18              But if we don't know about those 
19     legislative priorities until after they're 
20     already created, it kind of creates an 
21     opportunity that, you know, doesn't allow us 
22     to move forward to garner those funds.
23          MR. TAYLOR:  Sure.  Well, two-fold:  
24     First, it is the Board of County 
25     Commissioners, it is their legislative 
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1     program.  So it is the seven elected 
2     commissioners that basically at the end of 
3     the day formulate this program.  
4              Which is why it's great that 
5     obviously Commissioner Overman chairs this 
6     committee, because she becomes our subject 
7     matter expert when it comes to affordable 
8     housing and the needs, whether it's 
9     legislative fixes in Appropriations, which 

10     is why the Commissioner and our office is 
11     continuing to dialogue to say, "Hey, what 
12     are the realistic needs that we could bring 
13     forth and work on in Tallahassee?"
14              The second part, I heard about more 
15     funding.  I'll be blunt.  There's going to 
16     be no more funding of anything this 
17     coming-up State session.  It's going to be a 
18     bloodbath, unfortunately, with the budget.
19              So I think status quo is a victory.  
20     And that's not to say we don't -- there 
21     isn't merit and that there isn't an argument 
22     to say why, you know, not only don't sweep, 
23     but don't, you know, don't veto that line 
24     item, but to allow us to then use that money 
25     the way it's supposed to.  
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1              There's not going to be any 
2     additional dollars for anyone.  I think 
3     everyone's going to be holding tight, 
4     clinched fists their budget from last year 
5     and hoping and praying that they're not 
6     going to have to cut their particular 
7     budgets.
8              But the quickest -- Like I say, 
9     January 6th, I believe, is our first BOCC 

10     meeting in January.  That is where we'll 
11     have our priorities set and it will be sent 
12     to the Commissioner and to all the Directors 
13     and they can disseminate it to all the 
14     committees that they're a part of.
15              And then when there is actual 
16     legislation that we know that is filed and 
17     we know it does X, Y And z, that's when 
18     we'll get involved.  And that's where we 
19     work with our Directors, Ms. Howell, our 
20     Commissioner, Commissioner Overman, who 
21     again, this is their lane, and help provide 
22     us the feedback in Tallahassee when we work 
23     with committee chairs, the sponsor of 
24     whatever legislation is filed.
25              So I hope that answers what you 
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1     brought up.  Hopefully it was a little bit 
2     better than clear as mud.  But I hope that 
3     helps, Sarah.
4          MS. COMBS:  That was helpful.  That 
5     gives us an idea how we need to work our 
6     locally-appointed commissioners and what we 
7     need to do.  That helps pave the pathway 
8     forward.  
9              And that's also accurate for any 

10     legislation that we would like to pose.  
11     It's not just about funding, but also 
12     legislative priorities in terms of modifying 
13     or creating new or whatnot.  That poses the 
14     same route, correct?
15          MR. TAYLOR:  I'm sorry.  Say that last 
16     part again.
17          MS. COMBS:  In relation to any 
18     legislative agenda items that we would like 
19     to see, via it be bills filed or amendments 
20     changed or whatnot, we would go through the 
21     same process that you outlined.
22          MR. TAYLOR:  Yes.  Again, a lot of it   
23     is -- you know, we have our priority list, 
24     you know.  We have what are the priorities 
25     and the needs for Hillsborough County?   
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1     That's all -- that's great and good, and 

2     Representative Hart can attest to this.  

3              You don't know when other members 

4     across the state file legislation, you know, 

5     or big PCBs, which I'm grateful the House is 

6     essentially going to be doing away those.  

7     That's where, unfortunately, we go from not 

8     being on offense to being on defense.  

9              And sadly, the past three, four 

10     years our team, we played way more defense.  

11     Because we just don't know.  We don't know 

12     certain bills, when they're filed, what 

13     ultimately they're going to do to home rule, 

14     to local authority, to funding streams.  

15              And then we react.  We have our 

16     contract state lobbying team that provides 

17     us additional resources and intelligence, 

18     but until legislation is filed, until 

19     amendments are filed, you know, it's kind of 

20     like we don't know what we don't know until 

21     something is in fact filed and brought 

22     before a committee, if it's not a priority 

23     already that we are -- have already been 

24     working on.  

25          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 
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1     you very, very much.  One of the things  
2     that -- we have several more items on our 
3     agenda that I need to make sure that you 
4     guys hear.  
5              Jim, if you can tell, I created a 
6     team and I've trained them all to be great 
7     advocates for affordable housing.  So any 
8     tools that we can bring back to our board, 
9     as you and I discussed, developing the 

10     priorities is important.  
11              And then I would encourage our 
12     board members to review the January 6th 
13     board agenda to see which item will be 
14     discussed when it comes to legislative 
15     priorities.  And if you'd like to offer some 
16     public comment at that time, I'm game.
17              So that might be a great way of 
18     making sure that all of our members' voices 
19     are heard as we build the legislative 
20     platform for Hillsborough County as a whole.
21              I don't -- I can't see the room, so 
22     I can't see if there's anyone raising their 
23     hands.  But seeing none at this point, what 
24     I'm going to recommend we do is hear 
25     regarding the recently approved agenda items 
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1     and the Affordable Housing Services Report.
2              Ms. Howell, you're recognized.
3          MS. HOWELL:  Yes.  We have included all 
4     of the recently approved agenda items there 
5     for your review.  If you have any questions, 
6     you can bring those forward now or you can 
7     bring those forward later.
8              We also have included reports from 
9     our different divisions, and a monthly 

10     newsletter that we put out.  
11              In respect of everybody's time, if 
12     there are no questions, then I'll be done 
13     with my Director's report.  If there are 
14     questions, I am here and available.
15          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Okay.  I have 
16     actually now several hands raised.  And I 
17     don't know if they were raised from before, 
18     but I've heard from every one of the hands 
19     that are raised except for from Marc 
20     Rosenwasser.  
21              Mark, did you have a comment or 
22     question you'd like to have addressed?
23          MR. ROSSENWASER:  A couple of things.  
24     Number one, a number of us within our 
25     industry have tremendous resources, human 
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1     resources, that can assist in both the 
2     eviction, in the Sadowski, in those areas.  
3     And I'm talking about the residents in our 
4     apartment communities.
5              We're doing everything as an 
6     industry to keep those evictions -- And I 
7     thank Ms. Howell for sending teams to our 
8     leasing offices to work with residents to 
9     get them -- to assist them in any way we 

10     can.
11              But as it relates to Sadowski, if 
12     there are just bulk faxes and voicemails and 
13     phone calls -- Excuse me -- that can be made 
14     to the appropriate party, please let us know 
15     so that we can share those with our 
16     literally hundreds of thousands of residents 
17     who can share their thoughts with the powers 
18     that be.
19              I've done legislative visits to 
20     both Tallahassee and Washington, D.C., and 
21     on any given day, if you happen to be in an 
22     office when something that is important is 
23     coming up, you can actually see the aides 
24     just come running into the legislator and 
25     say, "Look, we've gotten 'X' thousand 
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1     emails.  Our machine, we can't keep filling 
2     the paper fast enough."  Or emails or 
3     whatever.
4              And they listen to those things.  
5     And so if there's anything that we can do to 
6     help Mr. Taylor's office or Ms. Howell's 
7     office or the County Commission relative to 
8     those issues, I know that I speak to 
9     landlords on a regular basis trying to get 

10     them to figure out how to work with 
11     residents who have fallen on hard times and 
12     are unable to pay rent, to work with them 
13     and communicate with them.
14              The toughest thing to do -- the 
15     toughest problem we have got -- the biggest 
16     problem we've got is that a lot of times 
17     people are just too proud to come forward 
18     and talk about their situation.  
19              Sometimes my staff feels like 
20     they're dentists.  They're pulling teeth 
21     from residents in order to try to help them.
22              But we continue to pursue it.  And, 
23     you know, there are numbers of resources 
24     related to non-governmental agencies that 
25     are available, and we reach out to every one 
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1     of them and bring them to the attention of 

2     our residents so that we can avoid any 

3     increased escalation of homelessness and 

4     those kinds of things.

5          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 

6     you, Mr. Rosenwasser.  I appreciate that.

7              I have Connie Burton has her hand 

8     raised.  Ms. Burton, did you have another 

9     comment or question?

10          MS. BURTON:  I just wanted to echo the 

11     same comment by saying that we've got to 

12     have, along with your legislative aides, 

13     you've got to have a story told by the 

14     people, whether or not it is in Tallahassee 

15     or in our local courts, organized so we   

16     can -- you know, it's always this type of 

17     behavior by people in power.  

18              COVID-19 came in and all the sudden 

19     an avalanche of this old stuff, a whole 

20     bunch of other things as well.  And we got 

21     to be able to, I would think, not continue 

22     in the same practice of them people, their 

23     problems, and figure out how we can, you 

24     know, kind of live in a just society, if 

25     that's possible.  So that's where my train 
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1     of thought is right now.

2              It ain't no more going back to the 

3     good old days.  It's about recovering from 

4     the bad old practices so we can all have, 

5     you know, sustainability here in this 

6     country.

7          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 

8     you very much for that.  

9              Ms. Howell, did you have more of 

10     your report to offer?

11          MS. HOWELL:  No, ma'am.  I am -- my 

12     report is complete, unless I have questions.

13          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Okay.  All right.  

14     Excellent.

15              In your packet, there were -- you'd 

16     find the various different reports and the 

17     monthly newsletter.  Please make sure you 

18     read through that information.  It's very, 

19     very helpful.

20              At this point, I'd like to open the 

21     floor for any comments or future business 

22     items that we could address either in 

23     January or in the future.

24          THE CLERK:  Commissioner Overman, 

25     Mr. Powell would like to be recognized.
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1          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Mr. Powell, you're 

2     recognized.

3          MR. POWELL:  This question is for 

4     Ms. Howell.  In your Director's report, 

5     there was this independent review and I 

6     don't think that was touched on earlier.  I 

7     just was curious if that was going to be 

8     touched on at all or if was just merely 

9     provided to us to review ourselves?  

10          MS. HOWELL:  At this particular time, 

11     it's simply provided to you for your review.  

12     And as we get closer to the year, we will 

13     look at different incentives, look at what 

14     we need to strengthen, look at what we may 

15     need to add to the actual incentives 

16     themselves so that we can prepare for 

17     reporting to the Housing Finance Corporation 

18     by December of next year.  So we have time.  

19          MR. POWELL:  Are these incentives 

20     currently being discussed in the working 

21     groups?

22          MS. HOWELL:  Those incentives are being 

23     discussed in the working group.  They are 

24     also a part of our current local housing 

25     assistance plan.  
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1          MR. POWELL:  Thank you.
2          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Mr. Powell, I 
3     think one of the things that we heard 
4     earlier in the Comprehensive Plan is that in 
5     our planning, we're also looking at it 
6     there, where inclusionary zoning or where to 
7     identify those things fit within our 
8     Comprehensive Plan.  
9              So that is on the agenda for 2021 

10     to be able to identify opportunities and 
11     methods of which we can utilize those 
12     programs to promote affordable housing.  
13              So it's more than likely going to 
14     come to you as a full agenda item to discuss 
15     in the future.  We're just not quite there 
16     yet.  
17              I have Mayor Lott, you have your 
18     hand raised.
19          MAYOR LOTT:  Thank you.  Obviously a 
20     great meeting today.  I just want to make a 
21     comment about -- to respond to 
22     Representative Hart.  Okay.  
23              I don't know if you reached out to 
24     Mark McClure.  I think we would be more than 
25     happy to work with you, okay, in the same 
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1     matter.  He shares a lot of the same 
2     thoughts we do.  So if you haven't, okay, I 
3     would urge you to.  And if we can be a 
4     conduit there, we'd love to.  I think he 
5     would be more than happy to help you.
6              I also wanted, to Ms. Ransom, you 
7     had a question and you were talking about 
8     using an accumulation of lots, properties 
9     that maybe the county owns, the city owns 

10     and so forth.  
11              And I'm not bragging on Plant City 
12     in no way at all.  Because anytime we do 
13     anything in the county, it's all of us in 
14     the county working together to make 
15     something happen.
16              But we just got finished 
17     accumulating the first round of lots, and of 
18     course we made sure that sure that the roads 
19     were taken care of in front of these lots.  
20              We took some of the lots and we 
21     combined them so they could be a little bit 
22     larger lots so we could put the right size 
23     home on it.  
24              We took them out to the market and 
25     we just had 20 out of 22 lots were 
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1     purchased.  And we sold them in the $5,000 
2     range to developers so they would bring 
3     homes in, in that 125 and below price range.  
4     These are brand new homes being built.  
5     They're single-family homes.
6              So, maybe there's not enough of 
7     them.  There is never enough of them.  But I 
8     think that's an example of what she was 
9     looking for.  And we're in the first wave of 

10     that.  I'll let you know how it progresses.  
11              What was nice is that we did have 
12     five different developers buy those homes.  
13     And they're independent, small business 
14     individuals.  It's not national developers.
15     So hopefully we have some success there.  
16              We're currently accumulating more 
17     lots as we speak and getting them ready to 
18     take out to the market as well.
19              And one thing we have done -- We've 
20     done a little bit of this in the past.  It's 
21     actually spurred redevelopment in that 
22     community, and several other communities.  
23     Where there was blight, that blight is 
24     actually gone away now.  
25              But it first took taking care of 
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1     the flooding in those communities, making 

2     sure you put the infrastructure in place, 

3     putting in new roads, and then the 

4     accumulation of the lots.  So hopefully we 

5     have that success and more.  

6              And any way we can be a help in 

7     Plant City and the rest of the county, we 

8     would love to.  Madame Chair, very much.

9          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you, Mayor.  

10     That's a great success story.  And thank 

11     you.  Congratulations on getting that done.  

12              That is part of what we've talked 

13     about in the past, is taking those 

14     opportunities where lots can be redeveloped 

15     for affordable pricing, but also where we 

16     can utilize lots and empty lots through the 

17     Community Land Trust project that's in  

18     development to sustain that affordable 

19     housing opportunity.

20              So to Ms. Burton's comments and 

21     concerns prior, I mentioned earlier a lot of 

22     the neighborhoods that started out being 

23     blighted then become unaffordable for the 

24     people that live in it.  

25              So utilizing other tools, such as 
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1     community land trusts and deeding or deed 
2     restriction or inclusionary zoning, are ways 
3     of actually protecting those communities 
4     from being gentrified or displaced, and the 
5     people that have been in the community for a 
6     long periods of time.  So we're looking at 
7     ways that we can actually protect those 
8     individuals as well.
9          MAYOR LOTT:  One more thing.  What was 

10     incredible is that some of the lots we got 
11     were simply lots that were vacated, that 
12     were -- there hadn't been ownership of those 
13     lots for 20, 25 years.  
14              When we took an inventory of all 
15     the city-owned lots, there was a lot of lots 
16     and land I didn't even know we owned.  So I 
17     was a little embarrassed by it.
18              I would imagine that would be the 
19     same thing in the City of Tampa and the same 
20     thing in the county, is that there's 
21     probably a lot of lots of land that we own 
22     and sometimes we don't realize they're 
23     there.  They have been there for a long 
24     time, and we drive by them and don't even 
25     realize that they're a part of government.
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1              So as you're working on this, it 

2     may behoove us just to take an inventory of 

3     what we own and what's the best use of those 

4     lots that are just sitting there.  Thank 

5     you.

6          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank 

7     you very much.

8              I have four individuals with their 

9     hands raised.  And I do not know what order 

10     they came in.  But I know, Representative 

11     Hart, you have your hand raised.

12          REPRESENTATIVE HART:  I want to jump 

13     off.  I just want to say to you-all thank 

14     you so much.  

15              I wanted to ask Ms. Howell if she 

16     knows when they might put out another RFP, 

17     and you may very well consider doing demo 

18     rebuild somewhere in the county.  And then I 

19     have a closing remark.

20          MS. HOWELL:  I (inaudible) to the board 

21     in January.  I will have a better idea 

22     whether or not those activities will be 

23     supported and what the budget is for that.  

24              And once that's buttoned down, then 

25     we'll be able to move forward and we may be 
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1     able to use some RFPs to get our agreements 

2     and contracts in place and get some services 

3     out there to the community.

4          REPRESENTATIVE HART:  Thank you.  Thank 

5     you so much, Madame Chair Overman.  One 

6     thing I'd like to say to Jim that was 

7     talking about he has the ability to put out 

8     thousands of emails and telephone calls and 

9     things like that.  

10              What we really need you-all to do 

11     as your board is to pay attention to what's 

12     going on in the legislature.  

13              Because this year for the very 

14     first time we're going to be able to make 

15     amendments right in our committee.  

16     Typically they don't let us do that, but 

17     this round we're going to be doing that.  

18              So it's really going to take a lot 

19     of watching what's happening.  Because if an 

20     amendment pops up, we night like the bill 

21     going in.  The amendment changes that bill 

22     instantly.  So we're going to really need 

23     Jim and those to really be watching this 

24     thing, because it's going to be a little 

25     different than it's been in the past.
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1              So thank you-all for letting me 

2     participate.

3          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you very 

4     much for attending today.  We truly 

5     appreciate it.  I'll see you Friday.  All 

6     right.

7          REPRESENTATIVE HART:  Actually, you'll 

8     see me on Friday.

9          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Okay.  Great.  

10     Thank you so very much for being here today.

11              I have hands up from Marc 

12     Rosenwasser, Connie Burton.  Actually, Diane 

13     forget to take her hand down before she 

14     left.  And Sarah Combs.  Let's take them in 

15     those orders, or if you don't have a 

16     question or comment, please take your hand 

17     down.

18              Marc Rosenwasser, you're 

19     recognized.

20          MR. ROSSENWASER:  My hand is supposed to 

21     be down.

22          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Okay.  I'm going 

23     to assume it is.  Sarah Combs, you're 

24     recognized.  Thank you very much.

25          MS. COMBS:  Thank you, Commissioner 
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1     Overman.  I just wanted to specifically 

2     thank you and your team and your staff for 

3     assisting several families that have reached 

4     out to you to help with their rent.  

5              I just wanted to let you know that 

6     those families have been able to get rent 

7     assistance.  And several mothers, one mother 

8     had six children, and another one is a 

9     full-time mom that had several children as 

10     well.  These are real families that are 

11     hurting right now.  So I just really 

12     appreciate your office being able to reach 

13     out and make things happen, whereas before 

14     it was hard to make things happen.

15              So I just wanted to really thank 

16     you for allowing that to happen and for, you 

17     know, putting out that information into our 

18     community that people are needing help, that 

19     they can contact your office.  I just wanted 

20     to say that we appreciate it.

21          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you.  Thank 

22     you very much.  I have a great team.  The 

23     county staff has done yeoman's work this 

24     year.  Not that they don't every year.  But 

25     the mammoth size of the task of rolling out 
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1     what?  A dozen programs in very short order, 
2     rapidly getting applications taken and 
3     rapidly getting funded.  
4              Normally these kinds of programs 
5     take years to actually get, you know, stood 
6     up and run, and I can't thank our staff 
7     enough all the way across the county for the 
8     massive amount of work that was put together 
9     in order to really take good care of our 

10     citizens as much as we could, given the 
11     impact that no one was really planning for.
12              So, during this time period it's 
13     been pretty remarkable how much we have been 
14     able to get accomplished.  And yet it's 
15     still not enough.  We still have a lot of 
16     hurting families, and we're still not 
17     through this pandemic.  
18              So I encourage all of you to be 
19     very, very, very careful over the holidays.  
20     Please make sure you use as much caution as 
21     possible.
22              If you are a business owner, please 
23     encourage mask wearing and support inside 
24     your businesses in order to avoid the 
25     community spread, because our numbers are 
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1     getting very scary right now, and are 

2     anticipated to continue to accelerate 

3     through January and possibly February, 

4     without necessarily having a vaccine 

5     available until maybe March or April or even 

6     May before it could be delivered to our 

7     citizens on a wide-scale basis.

8              So with that, I have only Sarah 

9     Combs' hand up.  I'm sorry.  I could not 

10     hear you.

11          THE CLERK:  You also have Cody Powell as 

12     well that would like to make a comment.

13          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Mr. Powell, you're 

14     recognized.

15          MR. POWELL:  Thank you, Madame Chair.  

16              I just wanted to see if we had an 

17     update on if we have been able to find 

18     someone to do the study for the Community 

19     Land Trust.  I know an RFP was put out.  I 

20     don't know if we've settled on that yet.

21          MS. HOWELL:  Mr. Powell, no, we haven't 

22     settled on that yet.  We're working through 

23     the Procurement Office to put out the RFP.  

24     And so they will work through their process 

25     and post the RFP, but it's out of Affordable 
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1     Housing.

2          MR. POWELL:  Do we know what that 

3     timeline looks like?  

4          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  There's a Chinese 

5     firewall between -- once we make a decision 

6     to go out for proposal, you know, for 

7     example, this board says, "All right, let's 

8     go do that" and we provide that information 

9     with the specs to Procurement, they hone it 

10     to perfection in order to follow all the 

11     guidelines and rules, including minority 

12     business owner participation and all the 

13     wonderful things that need to go in an RFP, 

14     and then distribute that.

15              At this point we don't have a 

16     timeline, that I'm aware of, but we have 

17     indicated that we would like to get it done 

18     as soon as possible.  

19              So we should be hearing something 

20     from them.  And I'll inquire with 

21     Procurement to see if they have an estimated 

22     timeline and report back to you in January.  

23     Thank you very much for the question.

24              Any other questions?  

25              Please have a safe and happy 
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1     holiday, whichever holiday you celebrate.  

2     And with that, I'll call the meeting 

3     adjourned.

4          MS. HOWELL:  Thank you so much, 

5     everybody.  Happy holidays.

6          CHAIRPERSON OVERMAN:  Thank you so much 

7     for attending. 

8           (Hearing concluded at 4:27 p.m.)
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1                        P R O C E E D I N G S

2            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Good morning, everyone.  It's

3        Monday, January 11, and this is the meeting, Board

4        meeting, for the Affordable Housing Advisory

5        Board.  I'd like to welcome everyone and call the

6        meeting to order.  With that, I will ask for a

7        roll call of those that are in attendance.  It

8        appears as though we might not have an in-person

9        quorum today, but I want to take a count of all

10        those Board members that are available to attend

11        today.  Will the clerk actually please do the roll

12        call.

13            THE CLERK:  Overman.

14            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Here.

15            THE CLERK:  Rosenwasser.  Lott.  Donohue.

16            COUNCILWOMAN DONOHUE:  Present.

17            THE CLERK:  Gudes.

18            COUNCILMAN GUDES:  Here.

19            THE CLERK:  Sims.  Hudson.

20            MR. HUDSON:  Here.

21            THE CLERK:  Combs.  Sarah Combs.

22            MS. COMBS:  Here.

23            THE CLERK:  O'Donniley.  Strom.

24            MS. STROM:  Here.

25            THE CLERK:  County staff, Cheryl Howell.
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1            MS. HOWELL:  Here.

2            THE CLERK:  Takemori.

3            MS. TAKEMORI:  Here.

4            THE CLERK:  At this time, Commissioner, we do

5        not have an in-person quorum.

6            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank you very

7        much.  I'll keep an eye out on those that log in

8        to see if there's any individuals available.  This

9        is a hybrid meeting.  We have many attendees and

10        Board members as well as speakers available via

11        online, as well as in-person quorum at the County

12        Center.

13            We also set aside 15 minutes for public

14        comment.  Currently it appears as though we do

15        have two individuals that have -- I'm assuming

16        they are online to speak and have asked to speak

17        during the public comment period.

18            Oh, by the way, Happy New Year to all of you.

19        It's the -- we are still doing Happy New Year

20        because it's gradually all of these Board meetings

21        are occurring.

22            The two public speakers that I have signed up

23        are Justin Coles with Rebuilding Together Tampa

24        Bay.  Is Justin Coles on the line?

25            MR. COLES:  I am here with Brandy Canada.
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1        Hello.

2            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Hello.  Go ahead, sir.

3            MS. CANADA:  Hi, it's Brandy with Rebuilding

4        Together.

5            CHAIR OVERMAN:  It's Brandy, there you go.  Is

6        Justin Coles not on the line?

7            MS. CANADA:  Justin is here with me.  We are

8        in the same office.

9            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Okay, great.

10            MS. CANADA:  And we're actually sharing the

11        same computer, if that's okay.

12            CHAIR OVERMAN:  That's quite all right.  So I

13        have Justin Coles and Brandy Canada-Williams, both

14        from Rebuilding Together Tampa Bay.  You may

15        proceed.

16            MS. CANADA:  We just wanted to share that we

17        are hosting the Kickoff to Rebuild event here in

18        the Tampa Bay area, along, you know, with Lowes is

19        a sponsorship for us.  We also wanted to share

20        that we are going to be having a community fair on

21        February 6, Saturday, at Regan Park.  We'll be

22        providing information to the community about all

23        of our resources and things that we do.  We've

24        invited other persons to come out too to set up

25        booths to be able to share their community
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1        resources.  We also will be passing out COVID

2        prevention kits that we've put together for the

3        community.  So we are hoping to have a good

4        turnout to be able to share those COVID prevention

5        kits for the community.  And then also just

6        keeping in mind that we have our Safe & Healthy

7        Homes Program that if you guys need information on

8        that or want to share information on that, we can

9        provide that if you don't already have that, but

10        we are seeking referrals for our Safe & Healthy

11        Homes Program.

12            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank you very

13        much for sharing that information.  That's very

14        helpful.  Justin, did you have something you'd

15        like to add?

16            MR. COLES:  Thank you.  Brandy covered it all.

17        And we will be having that information out shortly

18        to you all.  Thank you so much.

19            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank you very,

20        very much.

21            I was actually remiss in offering the Pledge

22        of Allegiance.  And given the events of last week

23        and how critically important for us to really

24        support our democracy, I'm going to ask if the

25        staff of Hillsborough County can offer us a flag
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1        so that we may offer a Pledge of Allegiance.

2        Thank you very much.

3            (Pledge of Allegiance.)

4            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you very, very much.  I

5        appreciate it.

6            Given we don't quite have a quorum, we're

7        unable to approve the minutes.  However, in your

8        Board packages there were the meeting minutes for

9        12/7/2020.  Please review those very carefully,

10        and we'll defer approving those minutes to the

11        next meeting when we actually have an in-person

12        quorum.  And thank you everyone for joining us

13        today.

14            Next on the agenda is the Chair's report.  I

15        actually only just have a couple things.  Recently

16        the Board of County Commission developed a 2021

17        state legislative program.  And on that agenda for

18        us to work with our state delegation are two areas

19        that involve housing, the first being -- and it

20        falls under the categories of affordable housing

21        and homelessness.  Two items that I brought along

22        with my colleague, Commissioner Kemp, maximum

23        funding for the affordable housing trust fund and

24        advocate legislation that prevents the sweeping of

25        that affordable housing trust fund, commonly known
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1        as the Sadowski fund, for uses outside of

2        affordable housing.  As I've mentioned in the

3        past, we did see that the legislature did approve

4        maintaining the Sadowski trust fund last year,

5        however, those funds, the SHIP funds, were not

6        appropriated, so Hillsborough County was due

7        approximately 12 million as our pro rata

8        allocation that we did not receive for 2020.

9            If the numbers stay about the same because

10        Hillsborough County is contributing its escrowed

11        funds to fund the Sadowski trust this year, and

12        since our real estate market is still moving very

13        quickly and very robust for home purchasing, I

14        want to suggest to you that that $12 million we

15        were due last year will be also due this year.

16            So it will be important for us to voice our

17        desire to receive approximately 24 million, which

18        would include last year's allocation and this

19        year's allocation for us to utilize for improving

20        access to affordable housing.  Even though it's

21        going to be a tight budget year, we've seen a lot

22        of other tax revenues within the state severely

23        impacted as a consequence of COVID and the

24        pandemic and the economic fallout that's occurred

25        as a consequence of that, so it will be important
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1        that we work with our legislature and actually
2        make that a priority not only to support home
3        ownership and housing available for our citizens
4        but also to help support the regeneration of our
5        economy locally.
6            The second item that was on the agenda is
7        support efforts to increase affordable housing
8        opportunities by enabling large urban counties to
9        obtain an additional 9 percent low income tax

10        credit.  That's been a long-standing wish.  We're
11        going to keep wishing for it and we're going to
12        keep pushing for it so that Hillsborough County,
13        given as large as it is, needs an additional tax
14        credit allocation.
15            There are a lot of other legislative items
16        that were on this year's state legislative program
17        that relate to housing, not specifically
18        identifying housing, but many of the efforts that
19        are on our legislative platform this year are
20        supportive of creating not only good safety nets
21        for our citizens but creating stability and
22        economic empowerment for our citizens.
23            So I encourage you to look up that document.
24        It will be I'm sure posted on the Web site and
25        it's part of last week's Board of County
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1        Commission agenda items.  So I encourage you to

2        take a look at that and review it and use that in

3        your day-to-day conversations not only with our

4        delegation but with your constituency.

5            And with that, I will turn it over to the

6        director.  Cheryl Howell, you are recognized.

7            MS. HOWELL:  Thank you so much, Commissioner.

8        I have Commissioner Overman here today and I also

9        have Commissioner Myers as well.  Want to

10        recognize her.  Cheryl Howell, Affordable Housing

11        Director.  It's good to be here, guys.  We made it

12        to 2021.  Wonderful, great for all of us.

13            First and foremost, I want to say thank you to

14        all of our wonderful partners out there and for

15        all of your efforts and support and advocacy

16        regarding affordable housing issues and sound

17        community development issues as well.

18            And so the first thing that I want to cover

19        this morning is not on this agenda but it is the

20        CARES funding.  The CARES bill was approved the

21        end of December, I want to say it was December 27.

22        And so our latest status shows that we will -- we

23        will get about $32 million, $44 million within

24        Hillsborough and approximately $12 million will be

25        going to the City of Tampa, and approximately $32
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1        million will be coming to Hillsborough County.

2        That's unincorporated and the City of Temple

3        Terrace and Plant City for rental assistance.

4            So these are -- these funds are different than

5        our previous funds in that they're more stringent.

6        They can only be used for rental assistance.  They

7        cannot be used for mortgage assistance, which

8        leaves out a very specific and certainly still a

9        very needy population of residents here that we

10        are going to look at addressing.

11            But I did want to bring that funding to the

12        forefront, so this funding will be coming directly

13        to Hillsborough County and the programming outlay

14        will come to you at a later time.  Typically

15        services such as this comes out through our social

16        services department, and the social services

17        director and I work very closely in the background

18        because these are housing issues and certainly

19        something that I'm interested in and pay close

20        attention to as well.  And so I'll be having input

21        on that and we want to roll these -- roll these

22        funds out for the people in the most efficient way

23        possible.  And so we're working on that, you know,

24        as I talk right now.

25            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Excuse me.  I need to ask
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1        those that are either called in or online to mute

2        your devices so that we're able to hear the

3        Director.  Thank you very much.

4            My apologies, Cheryl.  Go ahead.

5            MS. HOWELL:  Okay, thank you so much,

6        Commissioner.

7            My next -- well, my first item up is Item A,

8        and that's the recently approved BOCC agenda

9        items.  And as you can see, we've been very, very

10        busy this past year, and so I'm hoping that you've

11        taken some time to review those.  We had a

12        tremendous amount of great partnerships that

13        occurred in the latter part of the year.  So even

14        as our rental program sunsetted, we had some

15        additional vendors come online to bring in and to

16        serve in the gap to help continue to meet the

17        rental and mortgage assistance needs for our

18        clients.

19            Unfortunately, that program did end December

20        30th, and so we are looking at a means of

21        assisting people again and so we are bringing

22        three items back up on the BOCC agenda at the next

23        meeting, which is I want to say the 21st.  So we

24        have three agenda items to be approved on that

25        particular meeting, and that is for rental
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1        assistance.  And so many of you are working and

2        serving in areas where people are in dire need of

3        assistance.  Please note that these funds are

4        specifically for unincorporated Hillsborough

5        County and Plant City and Temple Terrace right

6        now, these particular funds are.

7            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you.  Before we move on

8        to the next item, I see a couple of hands raised,

9        and I actually had a question as well.  David

10        Hollis, you are recognized.

11            MR. HOLLIS:  Sorry about that.  I had to put

12        my mic back on.  Yeah, so I just wanted to

13        register.  I joined right about between the roll

14        call and the Pledge of Allegiance.  I didn't hear

15        my name, but I just wanted to be registered in

16        attendance.

17            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank you very

18        much.

19            MS. HOWELL:  Good morning, David.

20            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Good morning.

21            Councilwoman Donohue, you are recognized.  I

22        see your hand raised.  Cheri?

23            COUNCILWOMAN DONOHUE:  Well, I'm not sure I'm

24        talking so -- yes, can you hear me?

25            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Now we can hear you.  Go right
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1        ahead.

2            COUNCILWOMAN DONOHUE:  My question, since

3        Temple Terrace has been referenced now several

4        times about the rental assistance, do we direct

5        our citizens to Hillsborough County, or will we

6        have a contact person in the City?

7            MS. HOWELL:  Typically our programs are run

8        through our third party vendors.  And so we -- we

9        utilize one phone call for ease of use for our

10        customers so they can call in to that one direct

11        line.  I can provide you that number.  As a matter

12        of fact, Natasha, please make a note to e-mail it

13        out to all of our Affordable Housing Board so that

14        you will have that contact number.

15            And so our agreements, as I said previously,

16        come back to the Board on January 21st, and so

17        after which time they'll be -- the services will

18        be reactivated once again.

19            CHAIR OVERMAN:  That's great.  Seeing no other

20        hands, I actually did have a question.  On Friday,

21        there was a great workshop helping counties

22        become -- I think it was offered by NACo, that

23        talked about counties that were opting into this

24        CARES funding and other partners that would be

25        eligible, for example, the City of Tampa
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1        specifically, and the importance of coordinating,

2        you know, not only communicating but also

3        coordinating with the other partners inside of a

4        jurisdiction, so, for example, coordinating

5        between the City of Tampa, which has its own

6        allocation, as well as Hillsborough County.  So it

7        would be nice to get a good understanding of what

8        that looks like as quickly as possible so that we

9        can communicate that out to the public.

10            MS. HOWELL:  Right.  And so we're working on

11        that, Commissioner, so we understand the

12        challenges involved in running dual programs, many

13        of the cross-referencing, and we want to create a

14        system where it's easily utilized by people who

15        are already facing a tremendous amount of

16        challenges.

17            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Excellent.  Thank you very

18        much for that.  Seeing no other hands, please

19        proceed with your Affordable Housing Services

20        report.

21            MS. HOWELL:  I want to say Mr. Rosenwasser is

22        waving his arm.

23            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Mr. Rosenwasser, are you

24        looking to be recognized?

25            MR. ROSENWASSER:  Yes.  Yes, Madam Chairman.
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1        I just want to put out two things.  Number one,

2        Ms. Burton arrived, so we want to make sure that

3        she is registered as present.  And I saw that

4        Ms. Combs is on virtual, and I did not hear her

5        respond.

6            My question is to -- is to the County, and

7        that is to Cheryl, obviously.  Are the new

8        programs -- if a request is made for funding, will

9        those payments go directly to the landlord or will

10        they go to the resident?

11            MS. HOWELL:  To the landlord.

12            MR. ROSENWASSER:  My concern is that landlords

13        have grown particularly reticent to get involved

14        in programs where the money goes to the resident

15        because the money then unfortunately doesn't find

16        its way to the landlord for the payment of rent.

17            MS. HOWELL:  And so certainly, sir, I want to

18        respond to that.  So I understand, you know, the

19        concerns that you have, and so I just kind of want

20        to give a background to this whole situation.  And

21        so previously and historically I want to say all

22        of our programs have been landlord centered

23        programs.  And really what that means is that

24        whenever a request comes in for rental assistance,

25        the money has gone directly to the landlord.  But
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1        because this was such a widespread program and

2        maybe landlords didn't understand or didn't really

3        want to participate, when the CARES Program rolled

4        out, we had many of our landlords, the majority of

5        our landlords, would not produce the necessary

6        documents for us to make payments directly to the

7        landlords, which left over 70 percent of the

8        applicants without an ability to be housing

9        stable.  And so that's why the switch in the

10        program came about to send the money directly to

11        the renter.

12            Since that time, there's been greater

13        communication with the Apartment Association and

14        with Greater Tampa Bay Realtors.  And so the last

15        set of rental assistance programs that went out,

16        they were landlord centered programs.  And so all

17        of our vendors paid our landlords directly.  And

18        so we wanted to ensure that this process was very

19        smooth.

20            And so what I did was I sent staff out to the

21        sites of the apartments, and I worked closely with

22        Mr. Rosenwasser and many of our other multi-family

23        apartment owners and managers in the area to

24        ensure that we were working very, very closely

25        with the staff, with the resident to get all of
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1        the information and to ensure a smooth process.

2            And so I want to say yes, the monies are

3        landlord centered.  The current programs that are

4        going to the Board are landlord centered programs

5        as well.  And the future funds that are coming

6        from CARES are required to be landlord centered.

7        I hope I provided some clarity.

8            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you.  Councilman Gudes,

9        you are recognized.

10            MR. ROSENWASSER:  I would be willing -- number

11        one, your staff did a fantastic job at the

12        communities, my communities that they went to.

13        Unfortunately they didn't get as much of response

14        from the residents as we had hoped, but as a

15        person of prominence in the apartment industry, I

16        would be willing to assist you by calling any

17        landlords that have been reticent to or resistant

18        to join and try to make them more aware of the

19        importance of their being involved so that we

20        don't have a -- so the problem within the county

21        as far as homelessness does not get worse.

22            MS. HOWELL:  Thank you so much, sir.

23            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you, sir.  Councilman

24        Gudes, you are recognized.

25            COUNCILMAN GUDES:  Thank you, Madam
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1        Chairwoman.  Ms. Howell, good morning, Happy New

2        Year to you.  My question is I'm finding that a

3        lot of landlords during this pandemic now are not

4        accepting the rent payments from some residents.

5        Have you heard that or got any calls to that?

6        Because what I'm hearing a lot about the landlord

7        system market is good at this particular time but

8        trying to get rid of those who might be on Section

9        8 or being able to get rid of those who are late

10        with their payments to get a new resident who

11        could possibly pay market rate rent.  Are you

12        hearing those concerns?

13            MS. HOWELL:  I want to say that not

14        necessarily particular to what's going on in the

15        pandemic, but it was a trend that has been going

16        on for quite some time, sir.  And so it's still

17        happening, but what makes it particularly

18        concerning is all of the other challenging issues

19        that are occurring simultaneously.

20            COUNCILMAN GUDES:  What are some of the other

21        issues?  Maybe I'm not aware of those, but I'd

22        like to be aware of those.

23            MS. HOWELL:  Well, one of the -- one of the

24        issues is that we are right in the middle of a

25        pandemic still.  We're trying to figure out to
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1        sustain during this pandemic.  And so when we are

2        dealing with issues of displacement and

3        gentrification on top of dealing with, you know,

4        the tremendous loss of jobs and loss of income,

5        increased -- increased expenses as the result of

6        the pandemic, this just couples up the challenges.

7            COUNCILMAN GUDES:  Thank you, Madam Chair.

8        You have it back.

9            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you.  I'd like to

10        recognize Karen Jackson-Sims.  Her hand is raised.

11            MS. SIMS:  I think the mic is on.  Madam

12        Chair, I have a question for our director.  While

13        I recognize and appreciate the amount of rental

14        assistance that the County has been providing, I

15        do not want us to lose sight of those individuals

16        who the County has helped to become homeowners

17        over the years and those individuals who have

18        received down payment assistance, who have

19        received other form of assistance to become

20        moderate income homeowners in this community that

21        are having difficulty with their employment now

22        that have lost their jobs now and are now facing

23        losing their homes because of COVID.  And I'd like

24        to know what provisions, if any, the County is

25        making to be able to sustain and to assist those
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1        individuals who the County helped to become

2        homeowners in the very first place.

3            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you for your question.

4            MS. HOWELL:  And Madam Chair or Commissioner,

5        I'm ready to respond.

6            CHAIR OVERMAN:  You're recognized.

7            MS. HOWELL:  I do want to say that with the

8        new CARES funding that's coming out, those funds

9        are specifically for rental.  And so there is no

10        part of that funding -- well, there's a little bit

11        that can be used for mortgage assistance, but

12        primarily those funds have to be used for rental

13        assistance.  And so we have taken some steps

14        already to put money towards a rental/mortgage

15        assistance program.  And so I think it's important

16        for me to clarify that all of the rental programs

17        that I've spoken about thus far have been

18        rental/mortgage assistance programs.

19            So while, yes, we've been working with the

20        apartment owners and working with the residents

21        that are renting, we're also working with the

22        homeowners as well to keep them stabilized in

23        their homes.  And so we have not left those

24        programs absent of mortgage assistance, Ms. Sims.

25        And so there's a real effort to keep the low to
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1        moderate income families in those homes because

2        that is one of the most affordable forms of

3        affordable housing.

4            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you.  Thank you, Cheryl,

5        for that answer.  I mean, we still have what the

6        County has budgeted for affordable housing and

7        support.  This specific bucket of money is

8        specifically identified for rental assistance.

9            Next on the agenda is to really talk about --

10        and I'm not moving on yet, but to really talk

11        about the 10 point affordable housing plan, which

12        will include some of those -- some of the issues

13        that you brought out, Ms. Jackson-Sims.  So that's

14        actually next on the agenda.

15            But I do think it's important for us to

16        recognize the rules on this bucket of CARES

17        funding is different.  It is for rental

18        assistance.  It's at a different threshold for

19        income.  And we literally just got the details

20        last week on how it works and what the new rules

21        are and are being asked to opt in to the plan so

22        that we can utilize those funds for the benefit of

23        our citizens within the Hillsborough County area,

24        including working with the City and its allocation

25        as well.  So it's all evolving rather quickly.
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1            But to your point, it is very concerning when

2        we've helped individuals that, you know, to get to

3        home ownership, that they are now at risk as a

4        consequence of what's going on in our economy.  So

5        we are very aware that that's a concern.

6            Ms. Burton, I see your hand is raised.  You

7        are recognized.

8            MS. BURTON:  It is this legislative body, this

9        group of commissioners, although the guidelines

10        are given to you, I would hope that this body

11        continue to raise its voice so more and more of

12        its citizens can benefit even when the rules are

13        written a specific way.  And secondly,

14        notification in terms of the availability of when

15        these funds will roll out.  I know the last time

16        we had a lot of, you know, crashes with the system

17        and people finding out at the very last minute.

18        So that would be my concern, making sure that we

19        provide as much notice as possible.

20            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you.  That is -- that

21        has been the constant challenge through all of

22        the -- all the issues associated with dealing with

23        this pandemic has been getting rapid information

24        out to citizens that are in need.  And we do --

25        and my office has worked very hard on trying to
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1        make sure that we work with communications.  But

2        that's also why it's so important for us to get

3        the information out to each of our stakeholders

4        and for our stakeholders to take on using the

5        links and the various different pieces of

6        information we provide you to share with your

7        center of influence.  It's very important that

8        we -- we ask you to assist us with the megaphone

9        to get it out there and make sure that the

10        information gets out there as quickly as possible.

11            We did not have a problem using all of the

12        previous allocation.  We used every penny, as far

13        as I know.  And so this is not as much as we had

14        before, but it is -- it is something that's

15        critically important to those that are at risk of

16        becoming displaced out of their home ownership and

17        out of their stable life.  So it is important.  We

18        will get you information out there as soon as

19        we're able to determine and get approval for the

20        MOUs and roll out the program as quickly as

21        possible.

22            Director Powell, you are recognized.

23            MR. POWELL:  Thank you, Madam Chair.  I had a

24        question for Ms. Howell.  With the new CARES

25        funding, I haven't seen how that is able to get
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1        disbursed or to be used yet.  So I apologize if

2        some of -- you may have to repeat something if the

3        information is already out there.  However, anyone

4        that had previously submitted an application after

5        funds were used and had been exhausted, are we

6        able to go back and possibly use some -- use the

7        current funds that we have now to approve and

8        disburse funds to previous applications?  And then

9        as well, I know that there has been a few folks

10        that have since been evicted or left their current

11        residences, and are we able to use any of the

12        funds in order to help those that may be in the

13        eviction process, so that way they don't have any

14        negative harm on their -- on the credit reports

15        and things like that.

16            MS. HOWELL:  First of all, let me -- let me

17        kind of unpack -- unpack your question a little

18        bit here.  And so we have a whole continuum of

19        care system that we work with from homelessness to

20        home ownership with various partners and

21        stakeholders in that -- in that whole system.  And

22        so we are trying to keep families housing stable,

23        keep them stabilized in their current situations

24        as they are.  Some of those families have been

25        evicted, some of them have been evicted for
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1        reasons outside of just not paying their rent as

2        well.  I want to add that.

3            And so as I said previously, social services

4        typically employs these type of services.  So some

5        of the more, I want to say -- some like your

6        inquiry about the application process, that will

7        have to go over to Audrey Ziegler if they applied

8        in the CARES process before whether or not they

9        will still be able to get some of these funds, you

10        know.  And so that certainly could occur, and

11        that's an issue that I can bring up with the CARES

12        team at our next meeting as well.  And so it is a

13        concern.

14            The other thing that I want to add is that

15        once a family goes -- falls into a status of

16        homelessness, there is -- there's a whole --

17        another set of services that's designed to be able

18        to help that family to be able to get housing

19        stable once again.  So the plan is for them to

20        become stabilized within a 90-day period.  When I

21        say stabilized, that means get back into a unit of

22        their own during that time.  So we utilize several

23        different resources to help them have some type of

24        shelter during that 90-day period and to help them

25        get back into a unit of their own.
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1            So they may go into a shelter type situation,

2        they may go into some type of extended stay or

3        hotel type situation, or they may stay within a

4        sheltering system that maybe like a Met Min or

5        some of our other vendors provide so that we can

6        keep them sheltered until they can get in a place

7        of their own once again.  And that typically is

8        within a 90-day period, or that is the goal.  We

9        don't always meet that goal because different

10        families have a different set of challenges.

11            And so, yes, I want to say, Mr. Powell, that

12        evictions are critical, and so we are addressing

13        the issue of evictions during this whole process

14        because once a person receives that eviction, it's

15        harder for them to get a place than a person who

16        has a funding conviction.  And so if you couple

17        both of those together, sometimes it's almost

18        impossible for us to identify safe affordable

19        housing options for our families.

20            MR. POWELL:  And that's exactly my concern.

21        An eviction, if memory serves me correct, will

22        stay on someone's record for I believe it's seven

23        years and it doesn't drop off.  And I know a lot

24        of apartment communities and just general

25        renter -- like landlords like in their rental
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1        criteria, they're looking for someone who has had

2        no evictions in the last, you know, seven years or

3        maybe five is what I've seen.  And so I would just

4        hate to see someone who just went through a hard

5        time like so many people have gone through, and

6        now maybe they're able to -- they're employed

7        again and they have, you know, a good steady

8        income, however, if they want to go into a

9        different housing situation, they're going to be

10        almost impossible for them to, you know, to do

11        that without either having to pay maybe -- if

12        someone, a landlord is even willing to work with

13        them on a private matter, I mean, in the apartment

14        industry, they will not go into any apartment

15        community because they do not fit within the box.

16        They have to go within a private owner situation,

17        and then that's where they may have to pay two,

18        three, four months for a security deposit.  The

19        barrier of entry is just so much higher.

20            MS. HOWELL:  Yes, it is.

21            MR. POWELL:  So I was hoping that if it isn't

22        a part of the legislation, maybe there's a way

23        that we can parcel out some funds for people who

24        have gone through the eviction process where we

25        could at least maybe pay some of that debt off for
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1        them because at least if the funds are -- if they

2        no longer owe funds, then that can at least drop

3        off of a credit report.

4            MS. HOWELL:  I do want to share with you that

5        we do some things, you know, most of -- most of

6        our funding -- well, all of our funding really

7        is -- it is regulated, you know, through our Code

8        of Federal Regulations, through our state

9        regulations with the exception of our HOPE funds

10        which are local dollars, but I do want to say that

11        in the -- in our homeless arena, while we are

12        looking to place families back into apartments of

13        their own, that we do have programs to help -- to

14        help shore up those needs.  So if there's a need

15        to pay a double deposit, we do those things, you

16        know.  And so we're desperately trying on the

17        front end to prevent that eviction if at all

18        possible, you know.

19            And so some of these things lie outside of

20        affordable housing because, yeah, the industry --

21        the apartment industry and you have the court

22        system, and so we are working to try to bring all

23        those entities kind of together, you know.  I stay

24        in conversation with the Greater Tampa Bay

25        Realtors Association as well as Eric Garduno with
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1        the Bay Area Apartment Association so that we

2        could continue to work out the wrinkles in this,

3        because our goal is to keep people housed, the

4        Apartment Association's goal is to keep the

5        apartments filled with tenants who can of course

6        pay, you know, as well as the Greater Tampa Bay

7        Realtors Association.  So, you know, it's

8        complicated, but we are addressing those things on

9        all fronts, Cody.

10            MR. POWELL:  Okay.

11            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you for your question.

12            What I'd like to do is go to the next item

13        because it addresses some of your questions,

14        Mr. Powell.  One that I failed to remember to

15        mention at the last Board of County Commission

16        meeting, I asked staff to do some research on a

17        tenants bill of rights to bring back to the Board

18        I believe it was February 3 for consideration or

19        discussion so that we can look for ways that we

20        can assist the tenants in understanding their

21        rights, in working with their landlords in a

22        balanced perspective but in a way that people know

23        what their rights are and to clarify a little more

24        about how it works when you're a tenant and what

25        your opportunities are to remedy a difficult
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1        situation, but also what your rights are when you

2        are working through a situation that appears to

3        put a tenant at risk.

4            But that being said, the next item on the

5        agenda, which is actually page 43 of your packet,

6        is the 10 Point Affordable Housing Response Plan

7        that addresses many of the issues that you just

8        described, Mr. Powell.

9            So with that, Cheryl, would you like to go

10        through that presentation?

11            MS. HOWELL:  Absolutely, I would.  And

12        Natasha, if you can put that on.

13            THE CLERK:  It's up.

14            MS. HOWELL:  Okay, great.  Thank you so much.

15        And so we are looking at a number of different

16        programs to our Board.  Certainly we're working on

17        the landlord eviction alternative program, and

18        we'll call that our LEAP Program.  We're working

19        with our housing providers, and the executive

20        staff here are engaging with the court system to

21        see what we can do, what steps we need to take to

22        prevent the evictions going forward and what we

23        might be able to do even after a person receives

24        eviction.  We understand that that's a heavy lift,

25        but we are certainly willing to put the effort
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1        forward.

2            Currently we have our displacement programs,

3        which is our rental and mortgage assistance, and

4        that's beyond CARES.  And we are also looking at

5        the lease and acquisition of a motel so that we

6        will have adequate shelter for people who have

7        been displaced.

8            And so the reality is that there are going to

9        be some families that are going to be displaced

10        for various different reasons within the system,

11        so we do have to have a place for them to go.  We

12        do understand that our shelters are really

13        bursting at the seams.  And so while we have

14        completed one small acquisition rehab of a hotel

15        in the south part of the county because there was

16        literally no -- no shelter support down in that

17        area with the exception of Mary & Martha's, we are

18        looking at other sites as well.

19            We are currently in the process of

20        administering our rapid rehousing.  And our rapid

21        rehousing program does exactly what it says it

22        does.  It rapidly rehouses people from the status

23        of homelessness or people emerging out of

24        homelessness into having a place of their own, and

25        it provides case management and rental assistance
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1        for up to a year.

2            We are looking at another population of people

3        that are very, very vulnerable population of

4        people, and that's our singles that's 50 plus

5        years old, and many of these individuals just

6        don't have enough money coming in to pay what it

7        may take $700 or $800 a month for an apartment for

8        whatever the reason is.  And so we are starting to

9        look at our subpopulations so that we can address

10        those people.  And they may not need as much case

11        management, but they certainly need a stable place

12        to be.

13            We are looking at a targeted neighborhood

14        single-family rehab for our areas of opportunity.

15        Initially we're looking at East Tampa, Plant City,

16        Palm River, and Town n' Country.  All of those

17        areas are areas of older housing.  They are areas

18        that we have provided a tremendous amount of

19        people for people to go and get into low and

20        moderate income housing.  And as I said before, if

21        we can keep our families housed in a quality

22        living situation, then that's one of the best

23        forms of affordable housing investment that we can

24        make as a county.

25            We are looking at a program right now and it's
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1        an eviction forgiveness program that -- that's

2        being offered through one of our sister vendors.

3        And so we're hoping to be able to copycat on that

4        program if it's at all possible.

5            I want to talk about our nonprofit guarantee

6        rent program.  So many of our families have income

7        and are not able to access stable housing because

8        they have criminal or they have credit issues.

9        And so we're looking at working with a nonprofit

10        to create that.  Give me just a second, please.  I

11        apologize.  And of course, our landlord rehab

12        program.

13            And so one of the things that emerged during

14        this pandemic was several multi-family properties,

15        you know, being pushed to the forefront for not

16        making -- making the kind of repairs needed and

17        some of our -- some of our residents being left

18        living in very dire situations.  And so we want to

19        ensure quality of living for all of our residents

20        if at all possible.  And so that's an activity

21        that we are looking to deploy as well.

22            Our private unit rental subsidy program.  This

23        particular program allows us to work with our

24        private landlords and to stabilize tenants that

25        may be able to continue to stay there and to pay
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1        rent, they just need a little bit of help or

2        short-term help in order to get back on their

3        feet.

4            And finally, elderly and medically vulnerable

5        population, looking at temporary support placement

6        for them because we understand that those very

7        vulnerable populations have a small and use a

8        large sum of our resources if we don't manage that

9        out carefully so.

10            And that is our 10 point plan that we have put

11        together.  I worked with our executive team on

12        that.  I worked with my internal team on this

13        process.  And this is for CARES and beyond

14        funding.

15            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you very, very much.  It

16        is a robust agenda, and a lot of it is a moving

17        target.  While we're showing you this as a goal,

18        there's a ton of moving parts.  We have to work

19        with the judiciary, we have to work with community

20        partners, we have to work with our other municipal

21        partners in this effort, as well as a variety of

22        code and land use, you know.  So there's a lot

23        packed into this particular response plan that is,

24        you know, moving forward, we're looking for ways

25        to shore up.  Some of these things, many of these
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1        pieces are already very well developed and just

2        need to be coordinated.  So thank you very much

3        for bringing that to our attention.

4            Councilman Gudes, I see you raising.

5            COUNCILMAN GUDES:  Thank you, Madam Chair.

6        I'm delighted to see some of the efforts that are

7        being put into this plan.  I think for me the most

8        important part is dealing with what I call blight.

9        And when you're dealing with blight, we have to

10        have a system to make people repair.  But what I

11        have found is with the City's program, I don't

12        know if it was the County but the problem we have

13        is that there is so much criteria that's put

14        together on this money that enables you to do what

15        needs to be done.

16            Why I say that, when I look at some of these

17        dollars that you can't do this, you can't do that,

18        enables people to be able to apply.  If I have a

19        home and I'm making only this amount of dollars,

20        there's always this criteria that's put on.  I may

21        be a person who inherited from my grandmother.

22        Well, I don't have the actual means, but you have

23        all this money that you say you can do help for

24        rehab.  I think we need to be crafty of how we do

25        some things and putting monies in different pots
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1        so you get what I call roadblocks, you can knock

2        those roadblocks down to be able to help people.

3        And that's what I find a problem with government

4        is we have so many roadblocks that we're not

5        really helping people.  And for me, I'm hoping

6        that we look at rehab.

7            What I can't stand is I go -- I find a person,

8        a developer builds a brand-new house on a block.

9        Well, you build that brand-new house to make the

10        property values go up, but how can you really make

11        them all go up when the rest of the block looks

12        like trash?  So you have to look at roadblocks.

13        And I told my people already, you have to look at

14        that block to be able -- what can we do to uplift

15        that block off of the people.

16            And the good thing I saw that you have

17        landlords and holding landlords accountable too.

18        And that way folks need to be applying for this

19        stuff or saying we go down these blocks and saying

20        your house is bad, you're regular people, and we

21        can't have that, and now you bring us a sense of

22        stability and a sense of what I call empowerment

23        to people.  And that's what will allow these

24        programs is the empowerment.  And when you could

25        empower, you could have the development because
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1        now are you are empowering the people.

2            So I'm glad we're looking at a process, but

3        realistically I think you need to look at if

4        you're the County body, some of this staff has to

5        be ingrained and legislated for all of the whole

6        county with our municipalities as well saying this

7        is our model for Hillsborough County, no matter if

8        you are City, Temple Terrace, or whatever, but

9        this is the basic model that we all need to be

10        following.  So we have to look at you, and I see

11        Commissioner Myers on there, to look at a

12        legislation that makes you as big brother or big

13        mama, make everybody else fall in line to all be

14        on the same path to obtain the same goal.  I yield

15        back.

16            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you, Councilman Gudes.

17        And that is -- that is the challenge.  That's

18        another very important reason why this Board and

19        all of our stakeholders must urge the State to

20        maintain the Sadowski funds, to appropriate the

21        SHIP funds, because SHIP is where a lot of this --

22        several of these items are funded.  Without that

23        funding, it's very difficult to do a robust

24        outreach program that hasn't had very tight

25        criteria because of the limitation of the dollars
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1        that are available.  And we have to really be able

2        to address those individuals that are most at risk

3        of losing their housing.

4            But that being said, I agree.  That's why we

5        are targeting those certain areas where they may

6        have more properties at risk of loss as a

7        consequence of not being maintained or the

8        individual who is living there is unable to manage

9        the repairs that are necessary.  Thank you for

10        bringing that to our attention.

11            I see two more hands.  Mr. Powell, did you not

12        take your hand down, or did you have another

13        question?  And then following that will be

14        Director Rosenwasser.  Okay, I see Mr. Powell's

15        hand went down.  Mr. Rosenwasser, your hand is up?

16            MR. ROSENWASSER:  Yes, I'm up next.  Number

17        one, on the question Councilman Gudes mentioned a

18        very good point about landlords dumping, for all

19        practical purposes, those with Section 8 vouchers

20        in favor of trying to get market rent residents.

21        Number one, I find it deplorable.  Number two, I

22        was wondering if there's anything that we as a

23        county can do to stop that type of behavior from

24        occurring.  I'll address that to Ms. Howell.

25            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Ms. Howell, before you go
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1        there, that was part of the thought process behind

2        the tenants bill of rights is our staff, our legal

3        staff is reviewing various different other

4        municipalities and government bodies that have

5        addressed the income discrimination that occurs in

6        this particular case, is what I call it.  It's

7        basically income discrimination because, you know,

8        money is money.  And if it's there available to

9        pay the rent, it should be available to pay the

10        rent.  However, the challenge I have learned is,

11        you know, a lease is a private contract.  So how

12        do we -- how do we mandate discrimination?  Well,

13        there's ways.

14            And so part of the research that's being done

15        at the moment is to see where there's been success

16        at addressing what you've just described as a way

17        of providing some protection to our citizens that

18        have found resources to help them live within the

19        community but the discrimination is making it more

20        difficult for them to have access to the support

21        that they need.  So I thank you for that question.

22        But Ms. Howell, please proceed.

23            MS. HOWELL:  And then there's the issue of not

24        necessarily the source of payment but the

25        private -- private ownership, private rights of a
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1        property owner.  That is then a state legal issue.

2        It's not a local issue, it's -- it does impact

3        affordable housing, but it's a property -- private

4        property rights issue, and what can reasonably be

5        enforced upon a private property owner to utilize

6        their property in such a way.  And so those are

7        very difficult questions, you know.

8            Some other states have done -- they have, you

9        know, rent control efforts, they have all types of

10        different efforts that they have put in place.

11        And so but those -- those efforts have been state

12        efforts that have been undertaken and not

13        necessarily taken at a local level and certainly

14        not at an advisory board level.

15            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Mr. Rosenwasser, does that

16        answer your question?

17            MR. ROSENWASSER:  It does.  As a follow-up to

18        Mr. Powell's comment, our industry, the affordable

19        housing industry, and particularly those involved

20        with the apartment association in the Bay area are

21        trying to educate their members to not

22        automatically deny anybody based upon eviction or

23        credit but rather to tell those folks, come in,

24        talk to us, explain your situation.  If you had an

25        eviction seven months ago but your situation has
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1        changed and you now are at a place where you can

2        afford to pay rent, we will open our doors to you

3        because of your ability, we won't hold that

4        against you.  And of course the same goes to the

5        effect a lack of employment has on somebody's

6        credit.  So it's really important to maintain good

7        communication and for landlords to let residents

8        or potential residents know that there's no such

9        thing as -- short of some very bad criminal

10        behavior, there's no reason for somebody not to

11        come in or call and discuss their particular

12        situation.  Nothing is automatic.

13            MS. HOWELL:  Right.

14            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you, sir.  Seeing no

15        other hands, Ms. Howell, please proceed.

16            MS. HOWELL:  I think I am done with the

17        presentation, and so I will move on.  There are no

18        federal, state, local grant updates at this time

19        with the exception of the CARES funding.  And we

20        have included the monthly newsletter.  And so

21        please take some time out to read it.  You know,

22        typically we highlight one of the nonprofits that

23        we work with.  And today we had RTTB on the line.

24        I didn't get a chance to say what a wonderful

25        relationship we have with RTTB.  They provide
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1        rehab assistance and demolition replacement of our

2        low to moderate income homes.  They are finishing

3        up final four homes.  They should be done by

4        early -- early spring.  And those are the final

5        products that we are waiting on from them.  And so

6        they do a great job.  They put out a great product

7        as well.  And so I'd love to see some of the AHAB

8        members come out in support of our ribbon cuttings

9        when we get back to a more normal state.

10            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you.  Thank you very

11        much.  We are at the section of future business

12        items.  Are there any members that would like to

13        offer future business items?  Karen Jackson-Sims,

14        I see your hand raised.

15            MS. SIMS:  Yes, Madam Chairman, my hand was

16        raised not for a future business item but to

17        circle back to the 10 point Affordable Housing

18        Response Plan.

19            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Please.

20            MS. JACKSON-SIMS:  My ears tickled and I got

21        excited when I heard you speak about looking at

22        means to be able to stop discriminatory practices

23        in Hillsborough County.  It's been several years

24        since the County took the staff away from the

25        department here that handled discrimination and
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1        since the County no longer continued to pursue the

2        equal status with federal law and regulating

3        discrimination within Hillsborough County.

4            I would be extremely excited to see

5        Hillsborough County return to the equivalency

6        status which would also give Ms. Howell's

7        department additional points for funding in the

8        future and for those private entities applying for

9        federal funding to secure additional points, that

10        is if there's going to be federal funding

11        available.  And it would help our county

12        tremendously to stand up and say once again that

13        we stand beside and behind the laws of this land

14        that prohibit discriminatory practices in our

15        housing market.

16            Then I want to secondly say, and with the

17        preamble to it that I believe the housing

18        department has done a yeoman's job during some

19        very difficult times.  They were a stellar

20        department prior to COVID, and they really have

21        risen to new heights during the COVID pandemic,

22        but in the 10 point plan once again I would ask

23        that you go back and look at the working poor that

24        are in housing because we do administer program

25        weekly, and of the approximately 400 individuals
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1        that we see coming through weekly looking for

2        help, they are the homeowners who for the first

3        time in their lives aren't able to pay their bills

4        and aren't able -- that are crying because they

5        don't know where to go to get assistance so that

6        they don't become the next round of people ending

7        up having to go to our homeless coalition for

8        assistance.  I just ask that we don't forget that

9        segment of our population.  Thank you, Madam

10        Chair.

11            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you, Ms. Jackson-Sims.

12        And yes, you are completely on point.  It is a

13        great concern, especially when you've got you're

14        brand-new and you're either currently unemployed

15        or had your hours reduced or lost your business as

16        a consequence of this pandemic.  And the fallout

17        is widespread.  It is enormously widespread.  And,

18        you know, just as we saw the fallout when the

19        mortgage market collapsed, we are in unfortunately

20        a similarly large economic event that is having

21        massive impact on our citizens at no fault of

22        their own.  They were working, and now they're

23        not.  They were doing well with their business,

24        and now they're not.  Or they have to stay home

25        because they are, you know, severely at risk of
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1        being able to protect themselves and/or their

2        family members, so they're not able to be as

3        productive as they once were to be able to

4        maintain their home ownership.  So it is a massive

5        problem.

6            And to your compliment of the affordable

7        housing and the housing department as well as our

8        social services department, they have -- they have

9        stepped to the plate, like I am so proud of this

10        area of our county government.  We have been

11        working it feels like 24/7.  And the housing

12        department has definitely put their shoulder to

13        the effort.  And I do want to thank all in

14        Cheryl's staff, Audrey Ziegler's staff, you know,

15        the executive team that has worked very hard to

16        make affordable housing stabilizing families a

17        priority.  And so we are still on it.  It is a big

18        task.  And while we haven't solved all the

19        problems, we have kept a massive amount of people

20        in their places through this effort.  And while

21        it's not enough, it certainly says a lot about the

22        work that has been done by County as well as our

23        partners to make sure that people are able to stay

24        in their homes as much as possible.

25            With that said, Connie Burton, you are
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1        recognized.

2            MS. BURTON:  I just really want to thank Karen

3        Jackson-Sims for her wonderful comments because I

4        was over here just about to explode out of my seat

5        trying to say how could I say that calmly.  What

6        we see in the community a lot of times is not the

7        care hand of compassion when people are at their

8        most vulnerable kind of situation just being

9        gobbled up, resources being taken away, when some

10        of the landlords know right up front they're not

11        going to allow these people to become renters in

12        some of their -- on their properties but they will

13        easily take the application fee.

14            I'm appreciative of this 10 point response

15        plan, and it has to be something hopefully that

16        will be duplicated within city government so we

17        can have a balance.  There just simply can't be a

18        way that we talk about all of these long systemic

19        forms of disparities and racism that has occurred

20        throughout the year on the housing front, and then

21        we think we can go back to a business as usual

22        model.  It's just hypocritical.  And I'm just

23        hoping that the implementation of seeing where we

24        are at now as a nation, that people will see how,

25        you know, pray quietly but how we move forward to
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1        amend some of the things that we know that has

2        been systematic.

3            And so the 10 point response plan, I want to

4        thank the leadership team for putting this forward

5        and seeing how we can just give this information

6        to our community so when they start running into

7        these type of pitfalls, they know where they can

8        get the caring and help, because we got to point

9        these things out in order for us to move back and

10        be better than what we were before.  So thanks to

11        the Board and Ms. Cheryl and her department for

12        putting this plan together, and hopefully the

13        utilization across City, County Board will help us

14        have a better housing market so everybody can

15        benefit.  Thank you.

16            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you, Ms. Burton.  I

17        truly appreciate your words.  It is -- it's

18        been -- it's been a tough year, and I appreciate

19        all the good work that's being done so far.  Are

20        there any other future business items that need to

21        be brought forward?  Councilman Gudes, you're

22        recognized.

23            COUNCILMAN GUDES:  I know we don't have a

24        quorum today, but in the near future when we do

25        have a quorum, I'm going to make a motion as
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1        relates to the 10 point plan that legal be able to

2        get with the other municipalities to be on board

3        and bring this to the Commission to see if

4        legislation can put it for the whole county so the

5        plan can be implemented as a whole.  I think, you

6        know, you can't have some doing one thing and

7        others doing another.  So at some point you have

8        to have, again, like I say, an overseer, per se,

9        use that word, but to make sure everyone is on the

10        same field using the same type of techniques

11        versus some out-of-bounds technique that's

12        outdated.  So when we do get a quorum, I'll be

13        bringing that back.

14            And I also will bring, when we do get another

15        quorum, a reference to -- I hate to use the term

16        rent control, I think it's a better word, better

17        of ideas and maybe have legal team go out and look

18        to see what other places are doing that helps the

19        market balance and these incredible rent prices,

20        how can we have a balance percentage per year in

21        this county to where people are not priced out,

22        especially your renters.  People are only making

23        so much money, and, you know, we only have so much

24        housing, but we have to be fair across the board.

25        You know, we get into property rights and things
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1        with the State, but I think there has to be some

2        kind of way at least that we could do something.

3        So in the near future I will be putting both those

4        motions on the floor when we do have a quorum.

5        Thank you.

6            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you, Councilman Gudes.

7        And I will share with you from day one when I

8        finally got this job, prior to the Affordable

9        Housing hat I'm wearing today, but my entire

10        tenure has been about bringing down those silos

11        and working together collaboratively with our

12        municipalities, and look forward to working with

13        the City of Tampa, Temple Terrace, as well as

14        Plant City on making sure we're working as a

15        united front on this particular issue.

16            I don't see any other hands.  I don't know

17        that I see any other waving folks.  So with no

18        other future items, and I don't see any others, I

19        will call this meeting to an end.  We are

20        adjourned.  Thank you very much, everyone, for

21        being here.  Happy New Year, and keep doing the

22        good work you're doing.

23            MS. HOWELL:  Thank you so much for being here.

24            CHAIR OVERMAN:  Thank you.

25            (Proceedings concluded at 12:12 p.m.)
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Director’s Report 



 

 

Document Type: Existing Incentives Bundle Effective: Page 

Issuing Area:  Affordable Housing Services 01/27/2021 1 of 9 

 

Subject:       Affordable Housing Services (AHS) Incentives for Affordable Housing Development      

 

1. Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to compile all the incentives offered by Affordable 

Housing Services (AHS) for Affordable Housing Development. 

2. Definitions 

a. Affordable Housing: Housing which is available at a price or rent not exceeding 30 

percent of a low-income household's gross income. Owner occupied housing costs 

include principal, interest, insurance, and property taxes. Rental housing costs include 

the contract rent. Low income household is defined as a household with gross income 

which is at or below 80 percent of median income adjusted for family size, consistent 

with annually adjusted Department of Housing and Urban Development income 

guidelines. 

b. Affordable Housing Development: A development where 20 percent or more of the 

housing is available to these groups, and where documentation of continued availability 

has been certified by site review conducted by the Planning and Growth Management 

Department. 

c. Low Income Household is defined as a household with gross income which is at or 

below 80 percent of median income adjusted for family size, consistent with annually 

adjusted Department of Housing and Urban Development income guidelines. 

i. FY 2020 HUD income Guidelines can be found here 

d. Owner occupied housing costs include principal, interest, insurance, and property taxes. 

e. Rental housing costs include the contract rent. 

3. Incentive Review Recommendations (IRR) Strategies 
a. Incentive Review Recommendations (IRR) must be submitted to the Florida Housing 

Finance Committee (FHFC) every three years in December prior to the Local Housing 

Assistance Plan (LHAP). 

4. Land Development Code (LDC) Incentive Strategies 

a. Affordable Housing Development General Standards 

i. Affordable housing shall be reviewed by the Administrator to determine if it is 
affordable. That review shall require the following affirmative findings by staff.  

ii. The development shall have 20 percent or more of the dwelling units available to 
households with gross incomes at or below 80 percent of the median income 
adjusted for family size, consistent with annually adjusted Department of Housing 
and Urban Development income guidelines.  

iii. Affordability shall be based on gross family income being below 80 percent of 
median income adjusted for family size.  

https://www.huduser.gov/portal/datasets/il/il2020/2020summary.odn?states=12.0&data=2020&inputname=METRO45300M45300*1205799999%2BHillsborough+County&stname=Florida&statefp=12&year=2020&selection_type=county
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iv. There shall be adequate assurances (e.g., deed restrictions or restrictive 

covenants) that the housing will remain affordable housing over a period of 15 

years. 

b. Affordable Housing Development Standards:  

i. To take advantage of the increased flexibility provided affordable housing 

projects the following development standards shall apply. 

ii. The development shall use single family detached dwelling units where the 
minimum lot size is 7,000 square feet or more. Where the minimum lot size is less 
than 7,000 square feet, then single family detached, single family zero lot line, 
duplex, triplex, quadraplex, townhouse or multi-family units shall be permitted.  

iii. For developments on lots of 5,000 square feet or more the standard district 
setbacks shall apply.  

iv. For development on lots of less than 5,000 square feet a minimum ten-foot front 
yard setback shall be maintained except that garages shall be set back a minimum 
of 20 feet. There shall be a minimum building spacing of ten feet. There shall be 
a minimum 20-foot rear yard setback.  

v. The minimum building setback from adjoining residential parcels shall be equal 
to the largest yard setback (front, rear, or side) required by the zoning of the 
adjoining property.  

vi. The minimum lot size or area per dwelling unit shall meet the requirements of 
6.01.02, Schedule of Residential Density and Open Space Regulations for 
Affordable Housing Development except as otherwise provided in this Code.  

vii. The development may use single family detached, single family zero lot line, 
duplex, triplex, quadraplex, atrium, townhouse or multi-family units.  

viii. In no case shall the administrative review involve the appropriateness of the 
affordable housing unit to the neighborhood's character. 

c. Density Bonus 

i. If an affordable housing project is proposed as a site planned controlled zoning 
and meets the affordable housing qualifying criteria listed above and as 
established in the Comprehensive Plan, and as further qualified below (project 
plan), the project may receive affordable housing density and/or FAR bonuses. 
The increases in density and/or intensity which may be achieved are established 
in the Comprehensive Plan under Affordable Housing Bonuses. Such site planned 
controlled projects shall establish specific lot sizes, setbacks and dwelling unit 
types and shall be exempt from meeting the standard district setback 
requirements. However, the minimum setback standards established above for 
development on less than 5,000 square foot lots shall apply.  
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ii. To further clarify the qualifying criteria established within the Comprehensive 

Plan for the Project Plan option, the specific Comprehensive Plan criteria is first 
listed and then the terminology is defined as follows:  

iii. The surrounding area must be fully or partially developed and contain in-place 
infrastructure and public facilities which will meet the public facilities and service 
needs of existing and proposed residential development. A distance of three 
miles shall be used to define the surrounding area.  

iv. The surrounding area must contain two or more of the following conditions 
warranting the repair or rehabilitation of existing housing, and/or development 
of additional affordable housing units. A distance of one mile shall be used to 
define the surrounding area.  

v. Evidence that existing resident households of very low, low, and/or moderate 
income comprise a reasonable percentage of the total existing neighborhood 
population, along with evidence of need, on the part of some of these 
households, for affordable housing assistance. A 20 percent minimum shall be 
used to define a reasonable percentage. A 20 percent minimum shall be used to 
define the term some.  

vi. The subject area is close to a significant economic development project which will 
provide employment opportunities for proposed project residents. A distance of 
three miles shall be used to define the term close. A significant economic 
development project shall represent a compact employment center which may 
contain any grouping of nonresidential uses which provides a minimum of 200 
jobs.  

vii. Mass transit services must be available within a reasonable distance of the 
project site. A distance of one mile shall be used to define a reasonable distance.  

d. Allowance of Flexibility in Densities for Affordable Housing 

i. The Land Development Code sets forth density flexibility in Section 6.01.01, and 

Section 6.01.02 sets forth those specifically for affordable housing. The project 

may allow smaller lot sizes and, thus, a potentially greater number of residential 

units for developments which seek to promote affordable housing. These 

developments are exempt from the minimum standards in the Schedule of 

Residential Area, Height, Bulk and Placement Regulations. The developer may 

use any dwelling unit type in accordance with the criteria established in Section 

6.11.06 (Affordable Housing Development). Ord. No. 02-13, § 2, 8-1-02; Ord. No. 

09-53, Item L, 6-11-09, eff. 10-1-09) 

1. The Density Bonus incentive for Affordable Housing Development is 

supported by the County’s Comprehensive Plan and Land Development 

Code (Section 6.11.07 and Hillsborough County Ordinance No. 00-21, § 

2, 5-18-00; Ord. No. 02-13, § 2, 8-1-02) Affordable Housing 
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Development Standards apply depending on the type of housing and 

the lot size.  

2. If an affordable housing project is proposed as a site planned controlled 

zoning and meets the affordable housing qualifying criteria, and as 

established in the Comprehensive Plan, and as further qualified by the 

project site plan, the project may receive affordable housing density 

and/or FAR bonuses. The increases in density and/or intensity which 

may be achieved are established in the Comprehensive Plan under 

Affordable Housing Bonuses. Other restrictions, such as available transit 

services, may apply. 

3. The LHIS contains a Single-Family Efficiency strategy which can be 

produced on smaller lots thus protecting natural resources of land, 

water and energy. This type of development also reduces investment in 

infrastructure therefore making the housing more affordable. The 

current Land Development Code does provide for cottage-type housing 

in Section 6.11.90, Single Family Efficiency. This dwelling type can come 

in three forms: bungalow, small atrium house, and two-story cottage. 

While each type has separate design-related features all must meet the 

specific requirement. (Ord. No. 02-13, § 2, 8-1-02). 

e. Allowance of Flexible Lot Configurations, Including Zero Lot Line 

i. The County offers Zero-lot-line construction as provided in Section 06.01.04 of 

the Land Development Code. 

ii. The residential lot type is permitted in environmentally sensitive developments, 

affordable housing developments, and planned districts. No minimum yards in 

the conventional sense are required, but the homes are detached housing with 

a minimum building spacing of ten feet in between buildings. Developers may 

use fixed lot patterns such as Z lots to best fit their product to the development. 

Design Standards dependent on the square footage of the lots specify minimum 

front yard requirements, garage requirements and total building coverage on 

the lot. 

iii. Regarding garages, Sec. 6.11.119 of the Land Development Code, is absolute on 

the requirement of garages, based on a concern for automobile parking.  

 

5. Local Housing Assistance Plan (LHAP) Incentive Strategies 

a. Expedited Permitting 

i. Permits as defined in s.163.3177 (6) (f) (3) for affordable housing projects are 

expedited to a greater degree than other projects. 

ii. Permits for affordable housing projects are expedited to a greater degree than 

other projects by policy. The County has maintained a policy to expedite the 
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processing of affordable housing projects. Processing time is reduced by 50% for 

projects that are sponsored or participating in any of the affordable housing 

programs offered by Hillsborough County. Preliminary site plan review is 

reduced to 7 days and construction plan review is reduced to 10 days. 

iii.  The Development Review Procedures Manual (Section 

4.1.5.1.2.e.2) provides for an expedited process for approvals of 

development orders or permits for an affordable housing 

development.  Additionally, it provides for the 

administrator to review and determine a project is qualified 

as an affordable housing development and thus subject to other 

development review considerations (density bonuses, zero lot line, etc.). 

iv.  The County has an on‐line permitting system which allows for electronic 

submissions and approvals. 

v.  LAND DEVELOPMENT CODE County of HILLSBOROUGH, FLORIDA Codified 

through Ordinance No.17‐28, effective October 26, 2017. (Supp. No. 42)  

b. Ongoing Review Process 

i. An ongoing process for review of local policies, ordinances, regulations and plan 

provisions that increase the cost of housing prior to their adoption. 

ii. Refer to the County’s Land Development Code (Sections 6.01.02 & 6.11.07) for 

increased maximum gross densities, minimum open space, minimum site area 

and minimum lot area requirement for affordable housing. Under Section 

6.11.07 for Affordable Housing Development general standards defining 

affordable housing, Development Standards such as reduction of lot size and 

setbacks and Density Bonus allowances are noted.  

iii. The Board of County Commissioners approved the creation of a permanent 

Affordable Housing Advisory Board (AHAB) to make recommendations to the 

Board of County Commissioners and Affordable Housing Services on issues 

affecting affordable housing development. The AHAB is to assist the County in 

developing new programs and policies in order to foster the development and 

preservation of attainable housing that is safe, decent and affordable for 

Hillsborough County residents. 

iv. The County has established a mechanism for consultation among the relevant 

departments or offices before drafting policies, procedures, ordinances, 

regulations or Plan provisions to determine the effect on affordable/workforce 

housing development or the cost of housing development. This includes 

activities which may impact the protection of current affordable/workforce 

housing or the rehabilitation of the existing housing stock for low income 

homeowners/buyers. 

c. Modification of Impact (Mobility) Fee Requirements 
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i. The County maintains an impact fee relief from Transportation (now known as 

Mobility), Parks, and Fire impact fees for affordable housing units under the 

Hillsborough County Code of Ordinances Section 40.56 Impact Assessment 

Procedures, and Section 40.64 and 40.65 Affordable Housing Relief Program. 

The Board of County Commissioners is authorized to create by policy a 

reimbursement policy for school impact fees, consistent with Section 40-61 and 

may authorize by policy relief under this section for school impact fees.  

ii. This relief is available to single family detached and attached (separate lots), site 

built or manufactured housing, including mobile homes, and qualified multi-

family rental developments (multi-family projects are subject to an annual cap 

of $800,000, unless additional funds are available). Eligible housing units must 

be set-aside for households whose total annual anticipated gross income does 

not exceed 80% of the Median Annual Income adjusted for family size for 

households within the metropolitan statistical area. Up to 100% of the impact 

fees are paid for multi-family projects that include additional qualifying 

amenities. A seven-year restrictive covenant is placed on the property and 

recorded in public records of Hillsborough County in order to preserve the 

affordable nature of the property. 

iii. The Affordable Housing Impact Fee Relief Program is funded with general 

revenue MSTU funds, and is managed separately from the Affordable Housing 

programs. The relief does not minimize the requirements for development of 

the units. The mandatory fees must be paid; however, the impact fee relief 

funds are made available to compensate affordable housing development. (Ord. 

No. 96-29 art. 8 § O, 10-30-1996; Ord. No. 00-31, § 1, 9-29-2000; Ord. No. 06-16, 

§ 5, 7-28-2006; Ord. No. 08-2, § 3, 1-18-2008). 

d. Preparation of a Printed Inventory of Locally Owned Public Lands 

i. The County complies with requirements of Florida Statue Section 125.379 which 

require the preparation of an inventory list of all real property within the 

jurisdiction to which the County holds fee simple title and is considered 

appropriate for use as affordable housing. The County held a public hearing and 

adopted an updated list by Resolution on October 17, 2018.  

ii. The list continues to be maintained and updated as necessary. Request for 

Proposals will periodically be released to identify any potential nonprofit 

developers for any or all of the properties. The applicants must meet specified 

requirements in order to be considered for the use of the lot(s) per the AHS Infill 

Policy, as amended. 

e. Other Affordable Housing Incentives 

i. AHS staff will continue to work with developers to identify commercial and non-

traditional sites for re-use for affordable/workforce housing development. 

These efforts may require a Comprehensive Plan Amendment, rezoning, major 
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modification, or minor modification, where the related Mobility Fees may be 

reduced. 

6. Additional Areas of Improvement 

a. Allowance of Affordable Accessory Residential Units 

i. Hillsborough County has adopted several special use categories that can provide 

incentives for the development of affordable housing. The Land Development 

Code establishes standards for accessory structures in several Sections. Specific 

types of structures are provided for in other sections of the LDC. Special use 

categories are as follows: 

1. Sec. 6.11.02. Accessory Dwelling Standards for living spaces up to 900 

square feet, can be detached or attached to the principal single-family 

dwelling on the lot. 

2. Sec. 6.11.38. Family Lot designation where the parcel can be used for 

immediate family members of the owner of the original tract. 

3. Sec. 6.11.39. Farm Worker Housing in suburban and urban plan 

categories that allow a density bonus. 

4. Sec. 6.11.51. Housing for Older Persons will receive special 

consideration under the Land Development Code allowing the provision 

of housing opportunities for older persons. 

5. Sec. 6.11.90. Single Family Efficiency dwellings can come in three forms: 

bungalow, small atrium house, and two-story cottage. These types of 

housing shall be limited to 640 to 850 square feet in floor area, a 

minimum of 6 feet for front and rear yards and off-street parking.  

6. The County will consider the use of alternative types of housing e.g.: 

a. Tiny Houses – pertaining to various types of construction and 

assembly techniques. To be approvable as dwellings, the 

structure would either need to meet the requirements of the 

Florida Building Code for the particular dwelling type or be 

certified as a mobile home.  

b. Supervised Independent living arrangements for youth aging 

out of foster care e.g., dormitory style housing. 

c. Congregate living – households have private bedroom or living 

quarters but share common areas such as dining room, 

recreational room etc. 

d. Sec. 6.11.120. – Dormitories allow for up to 10 residents per 

dwelling unit, where each individual occupies a bedroom; a 

group kitchen, common dining facility or food service to serve 

all residents of the dormitory may be provided. A dormitory 

shall be accessory to, and located on the same parcel as, the 

principal use, excepting certain dormitories at University of 
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South Florida. (Ord. No 09-53, Item N, 6-11-09, eff. 10-1-09; 

Ord. No. 09-62, Item Q, 10-26-09, eff. 2-1-2010; Ord. No. 10-9, § 

2, Item C (10-0172), 5-27-10, eff. 10-1-10). 

b. Reduction of Parking and Setback Requirements 

i. Hillsborough County has adopted Affordable Housing Development Standards in 

the land Development Code Section 6.11.07 (B) which provides for 

1. Flexibility of housing development that includes detached, zero lot line, 

duplex, triplex, quadraplex, townhome or multi-family units, for lots less 

than 7,000 square feet 

2. Reduction of setback for lots less than 7,000 square feet 

3. Reduction of setbacks for lots less than 5,000 square feet 

4. Reduction of building setbacks 

5. Minimum lot size standards 

c. Modification of Street Requirements for Affordable Housing 

i. The Land Development Code Section 6.02.08 (C)(3) provides for sidewalks on 

only one side of the road in Affordable Housing Developments. Section 5.08.09 

C stipulates that within Neighborhood subareas, sidewalks must be separated 

from the roadway by a planting strip of at least seven feet in width. The 2017 

Transportation Technical Manual provides for sidewalk widths, no less than 5 

feet. These standards are considered reasonable and within the normal practice 

for subdivision development standards. Variances or waivers can be submitted 

to the county engineer who has the authority to approve alternatives to the 

current standards. 

d. Support of Development near Transportation Hubs and Major Employment and 

Mixed-Use Centers 

i. The Comprehensive Plan recognizes that affordable housing should be 

encouraged in mixed-use developments with incentives if necessary (6.11.16 – 

Apartment Commercial). TO further the provision of affordable housing and 

promote vertically mixed-use development in certain commercial and office 

zoning districts, commercial apartments shall be allowed in the BPO, CN, CG, 

SPI-UC-1 and SPIC-UC-2 zoning districts, as well as PD (Planned Development) 

zoning districts which generally permit such district uses. Commercial 

apartments shall meet criteria that include first floor retail, off street parking, 

landscaping, buffering and screening materials and different FAR calculations.  

ii. There are a number of policies outlined within the County’s Comprehensive Plan 

that addresses the development near transportation hubs, major employment 

centers and mixed-use centers. (Ord. No. 00-21, § 2, 5-18-00; Ord. No. 02-13, § 

2, 8-1-02; Ord. No. 08-29, § 2, eff. 2-1-09; Ord. No. 09-62, Item M, 10-26-09, eff. 

2-1-2010) 
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7. Approvals  

 

Name Title Department Date Approved 

Cheryl Howell Director Affordable Housing 
Services 

 

    

    

 

 

8. Change Management 

Name Title Department Change Date 

Trinity Miller Project 
Manager 

Affordable 
Housing Services 

Created draft 01/27/2021 

     

     

     

 



Agenda Item Cover Sheet 
Agenda Item No. A-1

Meeting Date 1/6/2021

 Consent Section  Regular Section  Public Hearing

Subject: FY 21 Budget Amendment to realign previously budgeted funds within the Emergency 
Solutions Grant (ESG CV-I and CV-II) funds for Program Year 20

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Brenda L. Brackins Contact Phone: (813) 274-6732
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 12/30/2020 Cheryl Howell 12/29/2020
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 12/30/2020 Nancy Takemori 12/29/2020
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Ronald Barton 12/30/2020
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve a FY 21 Budget Amendment to (a) Realign $840,183 within the Program Year (PY) 20 
Emergency Solutions Grant CV-I (ESG) for COVID-19 related activities (Fund 13078); and (b) Realign 
$105,714 within the Program Year (PY) 20 Emergency Solutions Grant CV-II (ESG) for COVID-19 
related activities (Fund 13079).  This Budget Amendment realigns $840,183 within Fund 13078 - PY 20 
(CV-I) and realigns $105,714 within Fund 13079 - PY 20 (CV-II).  No additional County funds are 
required as a result of this item.

Financial Impact Statement:
This Budget Amendment realigns $840,183 within Fund 13078 - PY 20 (CV-I) and realigns $105,714 
within Fund 13079 - PY 20 (CV-II).  No additional County funds are required as a result of this item.  

Background:
In response to COVID-19, US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) provided 
Hillsborough County, as an entitlement community, a special allocation of ESG funds to assist in the 
response to the current public health crisis.   The County received ESG-CV funds in the amount of 
$8,184,556 to be used for Rapid Rehousing and Shelter Operations through the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, 
and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Public Law 116-136, signed by President Trump on March 27, 
2020.  These funds will be used to assist eligible unincorporated Hillsborough County, Plant City and 
Temple Terrace residents with COVID-19 related issues.  

This Budget Amendment will bring the FY 21 budgets in line with the actual expenditures.  The purpose 
of it is to reduce audit risk and to bring the Project Module in line with projects that are actually 
scheduled to be completed. 

List Attachments:  Line Item Detail-Fund 13078 and Line Item Detail-Fund 13079
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Meeting Date 1/6/2021

 Consent Section  Regular Section  Public Hearing

Subject: FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to realign previously budgeted funds within the 
Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF) for Program Year 20

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Brenda L. Brackins Contact Phone: (813) 274-6732
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 12/30/2020 Cheryl Howell 12/29/2020
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 12/30/2020 Nancy Takemori 12/29/2020
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Ronald Barton 12/30/2020
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve a FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to realign $608,671 within the Program Year (PY) 20 
Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF)) for COVID-19 related activities (Fund 13082).  This Budget 
Amendment realigns $608,671 within Fund 13082 - PY 20.  No additional County funds are required as 
a result of this item.  

Financial Impact Statement:
This Budget Amendment realigns $608,671 within Fund 13082 - PY 20.  No additional County funds are
required as a result of this item.  

Background:
The Florida Housing Finance Corporation (FHFC) received $120 million in Coronavirus Relief funding 
to be allocated to State Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP) jurisdictions.  As a SHIP jurisdiction, 
Hillsborough County has been allocated $5,489,393 to be administered through the SHIP infrastructure 
process.  This funding, while not specifically SHIP, will carry some of the process and restrictions of the 
program for ease of administration. The overarching requirement of all funding is that it must be spent on
activities necessary due to the COVID-19 emergency. This includes activities such as rental and 
mortgage assistance and related activities (including the acquisition/rehabilitation of a facility) necessary 
due to the COVID-19 impacts. 

This Budget Amendment will bring the FY 21 budgets in line with the actual expenditures.  The purpose 
of it is to reduce audit risk and to bring the Project Module in line with projects that are actually 
scheduled to be completed. 

List Attachments:  Line Item Detail-Fund 13082
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Meeting Date 1/6/2021

 Consent Section  Regular Section  Public Hearing

Subject: FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to realign and appropriate previously budgeted funds 
within the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds for Program Years 13, 14, 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Brenda L. Brackins Contact Phone: (813) 274-6732
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 12/30/2020 Cheryl Howell 12/29/2020
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 12/30/2020 Nancy Takemori 12/29/2020
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Ronald Barton 12/30/2020
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve a FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to realign and appropriate previously budgeted funds 
within the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) grants:  (a) Decrease $120,539 within the 
Program Year (PY) 13 CDBG (Fund 10746); (b) Decrease $30,355 within the Program Year (PY) 14 
CDBG (Fund 10749); (c) Decrease $36,912 within the Program Year (PY) 15 CDBG (Fund 10772); (d) 
Realign $107,547 within the Program Year (PY) 16 CDBG (Fund 10773); (e) Decrease $32,200 within 
the Program Year (PY) 17 CDBG (Fund 12366); (f) Decrease $228,340 within the Program Year (PY) 
18 CDBG (Fund 12370); (g) Increase $511,430 within the Program Year (PY) 19 CDBG (Fund 13013) 
(h) Realign $625,585 within the Program Year (PY) 20 CDBG (Fund 13113).  This Budget Amendment 
decreases Fund 10746 - CDBG PY 13 by $120,539 (from $170,859 to $50,320); decreases Fund 10749 - 
CDBG PY 14 by $30,355 (from $48,769 to $18,414); decreases Fund 10772 - CDBG PY 15 by $36,912 
(from $162,450 to $125,538); realigns $110,873 within Fund 10773 - CDBG PY 16; decreases Fund 
12366 - CDBG PY 17 by $32,200 (from $343,417 to 311,217); decreases Fund 12370 - CDBG PY 18 by
$228,340 (from $3,211,339 to $2,982,999); increase Fund 13013 - CDBG PY 19 by $511,430 (from 
2,636,295 to $3,147,725); realigns $525,858 within Fund 13113 - CDBG PY 20, resulting in a net 
increase of $63,084.  This Budget Amendment will bring the FY 21 budgets in line with the actual 
expenditures.  The purpose of it is to reduce audit risk and to bring the Project Module in line with 
projects that are actually scheduled to be completed.   No additional County funds are required as a result
of this item. 

Financial Impact Statement:
This Budget Amendment decreases Fund 10746 - CDBG PY 13 by $120,539 (from $170,859 to 
$50,320); decreases Fund 10749 - CDBG PY 14 by $30,355 (from $48,769 to $18,414); decreases Fund  
10772 - CDBG PY 15 by $36,912 (from $162,450 to $125,538); realigns $110,873 within Fund 10773 - 
CDBG PY 16; decreases Fund 12366 - CDBG PY 17 by $32,200 (from $343,417 to 311,217); decreases 
Fund 12370 - CDBG PY 18 by $228,340 (from $3,211,339 to $2,982,999); increase Fund 13013 - 
CDBG PY 19 by $511,430 (from 2,636,295 to $3,147,725); realigns $525,858 within Fund 13113 - 
CDBG PY 20, resulting in a net increase of $63,084.  In addition, this budget amendment will bring the 
FY 21 budgets in line with the actual expenditures.  No additional County funds are required as a result 
of this item.



Background:
Hillsborough County was awarded $6,260,308 for the CDBG Program Year 13 for period of October 1, 
2013 through December 31, 2022, of which $6,209,988 was expended, leaving $50,320 available for FY 
21. The FY 21 Budget includes an estimate of $170,859, which is overstated; therefore, the FY 21 
Budget needs to be decreased by $120,539. (Fund 10746)

Hillsborough County was awarded $6,208,237 for the CDBG Program Year 14 for period of October 1, 
2014 through December 31, 2022 of which $6,189,823 was expended, leaving $18,414 available for FY 
21. The FY 21 Budget includes an estimate of $48,769, which is overstated; therefore, the FY 21 Budget 
needs to be decreased by $30,355. (Fund 10749)

Hillsborough County was awarded $6,251,242 for the CDBG Program Year 15 for period October 1, 
2015 through December 31, 2025, of which $6,125,704 has been expended, leaving $125,538 available 
for FY 21.  The FY 21 Budget includes an estimate of $162,450, which is overstated.  Therefore, the FY 
21 Budget needs to be decreased by $36,912. (Fund 10772)

Hillsborough County was awarded $6,309,863 for the CDBG Program Year 16 for period of October 1, 
2016 through December 31, 2025, of which $6,198,990 was expended, leaving $110,873 available for 
FY 21. The FY 21 Budget Amendment realigns previously budgeted funds so that funds can be expended
from the appropriate accounting lines. (Fund 10773)

Hillsborough County was awarded $6,292,953 for the CDBG Program Year 17 for period of October 1, 
2017 through December 31, 2025, of which $5,981,736 was expended, leaving $311,217 available for 
FY 21. The FY 21 Budget includes an estimate of $343,417, which is overstated; therefore, the FY 21 
Budget needs to be decreased by $32,200. (Fund 12366)

Hillsborough County was awarded $7,128,826 for the CDBG Program Year 18 for period of October 1, 
2018 through December 31, 2026, of which $4,145,827 was expended, leaving $2,982,999 available for 
FY 21.  The FY 21 Budget includes an estimate of $3,211,339, which is overstated; therefore, the FY 21 
Budget needs to be decreased by $228,340. (Fund 12370)

Hillsborough County was awarded $7,202,894 for the CDBG Program Year 19 for period of October 1, 
2019 through December 31, 2026, of which $4,055,169 was expended, leaving $3,147,725 available for 
FY 21.  The FY 21 Budget includes an estimate of $2,636,295, which is understated; therefore, the FY 21
Budget needs to be increased by $511,430. (Fund 13013)

Hillsborough County was awarded $7,316,504 for the CDBG Program Year 20 for period of October 1, 
2020 through December 31, 2027, of which $0 was expended, leaving $7,316,504 available for FY 21. 
The FY 21 Budget Amendment realigns previously budgeted funds so that funds can be expended from 
the appropriate accounting lines. (Fund 13113)

CDBG funds are awarded to agencies annually through a competitive process to fund housing and 
development projects.  Due to COVID-19, US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
approved waivers for all open federal grants, which extended the expenditure deadlines. The proposed 
adjustments for this fiscal year will result in a net decrease in grants of $63,084.

This Budget Amendment will bring the FY 21 budgets in line with the actual expenditures.  The purpose 
of it is to reduce audit risk and to bring the Project Module in line with projects that are actually 
scheduled to be completed. 

List Attachments:  Line Item Detail-Fund 10746; Line Item Detail-Fund 10749; Line Item Detail-Fund 10772; Line Item Detail-Fund 10773; Line Item 
Detail-Fund 12366; Line Item Detail-Fund 12370; Line Item Detail-Fund 13013; and Line Item Detail-Fund 13113
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Meeting Date 1/6/2021

 Consent Section  Regular Section  Public Hearing

Subject: FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to realign and appropriate previously budgeted funds 
within the Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) funds for Program Years 18 and 19

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Brenda L. Brackins Contact Phone: (813) 274-6732
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 12/30/2020 Cheryl Howell 12/29/2020
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 12/30/2020 Nancy Takemori 12/29/2020
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Ronald Barton 12/30/2020
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve a FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to realign and appropriate previously budgeted funds 
within the Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG): (a) Realign $4,412 within the Program Year (PY) 18 
Emergency Solutions Grant (Fund 12371) (b) Decrease $141,582 within the Program Year (PY) 19 
Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG) (Fund 13014).  This Budget Amendment realigns $4,412 within Fund
12371 - ESG PY 18 and decreases Fund 13014 - ESG PY 19 by $141,582 (from $430,543 to $288,961), 
resulting in a net decrease of $141,582.  This Budget Amendment will bring the FY 21 budgets in line 
with the actual expenditures.  The purpose of it is to reduce audit risk and to bring the Project Module in 
line with projects that are actually scheduled to be completed.   No additional County funds are required 
as a result of this item.

Financial Impact Statement:
This Budget Amendment realigns $4,412 within Fund 12371 - ESG PY 18 and decreases Fund 13014 - 
ESG PY 19 by $141,582 (from $430,543 to $288,961), resulting in a net decrease of $141,582.  In 
addition, this budget amendment will bring the FY 21 budgets in line with actual expenditures.  No 
additional County funds are required as a result of this item.  

Background:
Annually, the Department of Affordable Housing Services prepares and submits a comprehensive grant 
budget based on estimates for the Emergency Solutions Grant.  Now that the fiscal year financial records 
are closed and year end balances have been determined by the Clerk's Office, the department would like 
to bring the FY 21 budget in line with actual expenditures.  

Hillsborough County was awarded $546,769 for the ESG Program Year 18 for period of October 1, 2018
through December 31, 2020.  The Budget Amendment realigns previously budgeted funds so that funds 
can be expended from the appropriate accounting lines (Fund 12371).

Hillsborough County was awarded $590,805 for the ESG Program Year 19 for period of October 1, 2019
through December 31, 2021.  The FY 21 Budget included an estimate of $430,543, which is overstated; 
therefore, the FY 21 budget needs to be decreased by $141,582. (Fund 13014)

ESG funds are provided to Tampa Hillsborough Homeless Initiative to support their mission of homeless 



outreach, Rapid Re-housing, shelter operations and administrative costs to provide services and housing 
to homeless individuals and families throughout Hillsborough County.  Annually HC HESG funds serve 
over 100 families with rapid rehousing and case management services.

List Attachments:  Line Item Detail-Fund 12371 and Line Item Detail-Fund 13014
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Meeting Date 1/6/2021

 Consent Section  Regular Section  Public Hearing

Subject: FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to realign and appropriate previously budgeted funds 
within the HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME) funds for Program Years 15, 18, 19, and 
120

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Brenda L. Brackins Contact Phone: (813) 274-6732
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 12/30/2020 Cheryl Howell 12/29/2020
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 12/30/2020 Nancy Takemori 12/29/2020
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Ronald Barton 12/30/2020
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve a FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to realign and appropriate previously budgeted funds 
within the HOME Investment Partnerships (HOME) grants:  (a) Decrease $1,923 within the Program 
Year (PY) 15 HOME Investment Partnership (Fund 10774);  (b) Decrease $144,912 within the Program 
Year (PY) 18 HOME Investment Partnership (Fund 12369); (c) Increase $489,635 within the Program 
Year (PY) 19 HOME Investment Partnership (Fund 13012); (d) Realign $1,848,769 within the Program 
Year (PY) 20 HOME Investment Partnership (Fund 13112).  This Budget Amendment decreases Fund 
10774 - HOME PY 15 by $1,923 (from $116,997 to $115,074); decreases Fund 12369 - HOME PY 18 
by $144,912 (from $2,297,109 to $2,152,197); increases Fund 13012 - HOME PY 19 by $489,635 (from 
$2,484,989 to $2,974,624); realigns $1,848,769 within Fund 13112 - HOME PY 13112, resulting in a net
decrease of $342,800.  This Budget Amendment will bring the FY 21 budgets in line with the actual 
expenditures.  The purpose of it is to reduce audit risk and to bring the Project Module in line with 
projects that are actually scheduled to be completed.   No additional County funds are required as a result
of this item.

Financial Impact Statement:
This Budget Amendment decreases Fund 10774 - HOME PY 15 by $1,923 (from $116,997 to $115,074);
decreases Fund 12369 - HOME PY 18 by $144,912 (from $2,297,109 to $2,152,197); increases Fund  
13012 - HOME PY 19 to $489,635 (from $2,484,989 to $2,974,624); realigns $1,848,769 within Fund 
13112, resulting in a net decrease of $342,800.  In addition, this budget amendment will bring the FY 21 
budgets in line with the actual expenditures.  No additional County funds are required as a result of this 
item.

Background:
Annually, the Department of Affordable Housing Services prepares and submits a comprehensive grant 
budget based on estimates for the Emergency Solutions Grant.  Now that the fiscal year financial records 
are closed and year end balances have been determined by the Clerk's Office, the department would like 
to bring the FY 21 budget in line with actual expenditures.  

Hillsborough County was awarded $4,239,139 for the HOME Program Year 15 for period October 1, 
2015 through December 31, 2021, of which $4,124,065 has been expended, leaving $115,074 available 



for FY 21.  The FY 21 Budget included an estimate of $116,997, which is overstated.  Therefore, the FY 
21 budget needs to be decreased by $1,923 (Fund 10774).

Hillsborough County was awarded $2,932,075 for the HOME Program Year 18 for period of October 1, 
2018 through December 31, 2024, of which $779,878 was expended, leaving $2,152,197 available for 
FY 21. The FY 21 Budget included an estimate of $2,297,109, which is overstated; therefore, the FY 21 
budget needs to be decreased by $144,912 (Fund 12369).

Hillsborough County was awarded $3,224,308 for the HOME Program Year 19 for period of October 1, 
2019 through December 31, 2025, of which $249,684 was expended, leaving $2,974,624 available for 
FY 21. The FY 21 Budget included an estimate of $2,484,989, which is understated; therefore, the FY 21
budget needs to be increased by $489,635 (Fund 13012).

Hillsborough County was awarded $2,924,298 for the HOME Program Year 20 for period of October 1, 
2020 through September 30, 2026, of which $0 was expended, leaving $2,924,298 available for FY 21.  
The Budget Amendment realigns previously budgeted funds so that funds can be expended from the 
appropriate accounting lines (Fund 13112).

HOME funds are awarded to agencies annually through a competitive process to fund projects that 
produce housing units, such as single family home ownership new construction, multi-family rental new 
construction and rehabilitation, down payment assistance, and acquisition/rehab of housing.  These funds 
assist 20-100 households annually depending on the types of projects funded.  The proposed adjustments 
for this fiscal year will result in a net increase in grants of $342,800.

List Attachments:  Line Item Detail-Fund 10774; Line Item Detail-Fund 12369; Line Item Detail-Fund 13012; and Line Item Detail-Fund 13112
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 Consent Section  Regular Section  Public Hearing

Subject: FY 21 Budget Amendment resolution to realign previously budgeted funds within the 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) COVID-19 funds for Program Year 20

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Brenda L. Brackins Contact Phone: (813) 274-6732
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 12/30/2020 Cheryl Howell 12/29/2020
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 12/30/2020 Nancy Takemori 12/29/2020
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Ronald Barton 12/30/2020
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve a FY 21 Budget Amendment resolution to realign $894,672 within the Program Year (PY) 20 
Community Development Block Grant COVID-19 (CDBG CV) for COVID-19 related activities (Fund 
13077).  This Budget Amendment realigns $894,672 within the Program Year 20 Community 
Development Block Grant COVID-19 (CDBG CV) (Fund 13077).  This Budget Amendment will bring 
the FY 21 budgets in line with the actual expenditures.  The purpose of it is to reduce audit risk and to 
bring the Project Module in line with projects that are actually scheduled to be completed.  No additional 
County funds are required as a result of this item.

Financial Impact Statement:
This Budget Amendment realigns $894,672 within the Program Year 20 Community Development Block
Grant COVID-19 (CDBG CV) (Fund 13077).  No additional County funds are required as a result of this
item.  

Background:
In response to COVID-19, US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) provided 
Hillsborough County, as an entitlement community, a special allocation of CDBG funds to assist in the 
response to the current public health crisis.   The County received CDBG-CV funds in the amount of 
$4,286,411 to be used to cover, reimburse, prepare and respond to coronavirus related issues through the 
Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act, Public Law 116-136, signed by President
Trump on March 27, 2020.  These funds will be used to assist eligible unincorporated Hillsborough 
County, Plant City and Temple Terrace residents with COVID-19 related issues.  

This Budget Amendment will bring the FY 21 budgets in line with the actual expenditures.  The purpose 
of it is to reduce audit risk and to bring the Project Module in line with projects that are actually 
scheduled to be completed.  

List Attachments:  Line Item Detail-Fund 13077
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 Consent Section  Regular Section  Public Hearing

Subject: FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to realign and appropriate previously budgeted funds 
within the State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) funds for Programs Years 18/19, 
19/20, 20/21 and 21/22

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Brenda L. Brackins Contact Phone: (813) 274-6732
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 12/30/2020 Cheryl Howell 12/29/2020
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 12/30/2020 Nancy Takemori 12/29/2020
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Ronald Barton 12/30/2020
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve a FY 21 Budget Amendment Resolution to: (a) Decrease $124,777 within the Program Year 
(PY) 18/19 State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) (Fund 12368); (b) Decrease $40,069 within the 
Program Year (PY) 19/20 State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) (Fund 12372); (c) Increase 
$10,676 within Program Year (PY) 20/21 State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) (Fund 10787); (d) 
Realign $35,000 within Program Year (PY) 21/22 State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) (Fund 
10788).  This Budget Amendment decreases Fund 12368 - SHIP PY 18/19 by $124,777 (from 
$1,284,777 to $1,160,000); decreases Fund 12372 - SHIP PY 19/20 by $40,069 (from $2,963,561 to 
$2,923,492); increases Fund 10787 - SHIP 20/21 by $10,676 (from $100,000 to $110,676); realigns 
$35,000 within Fund 10788, resulting in a net decrease of $154,170.  This Budget Amendment will bring
the FY 21 budgets in line with the actual expenditures.  The purpose of it is to reduce audit risk and to 
bring the Project Module in line with projects that are actually scheduled to be completed.  No additional 
County funds are required as a result of this item.

Financial Impact Statement:
This Budget Amendment decreases Fund 12368 - SHIP PY 18/19 by $124,777 (from $1,284,777 to 
$1,160,000); decreases Fund 12372 - SHIP PY 19/20 by $40,069 (from $2,963,561 to $2,923,492); 
increases Fund 10787 - SHIP 20/21 by $10,676 (from $100,000 to $110,676); realigns $35,000 within 
Fund 10788, resulting in a net decrease of $154,170.  In addition, this Budget Amendment will bring the 
FY 21 budgets in line with actual expenditures.  No additional County funds are required as a result of 
this item.

Background:
Annually, the Department of Affordable Housing Services prepares and submits a comprehensive grant 
budget based on estimates for the State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) fund.  Now that the fiscal 
year financial records are closed and year end balances have been determined by the Clerk's Office, the 
department would like to bring the FY 21 budget in line with actual expenditures.  

Hillsborough County was awarded $2,302,725 for the SHIP PY 18/19 for period July 1, 2018 to July 31, 
2021, of which $1,142,725 has been expended, leaving $1,160,000 available for FY 21.  The FY 21 
Budget included an estimate of $1,284,777 which is overstated.  Therefore, the FY 21 budget needs to be 



decreased by $124,777.  (Fund 12368)

Hillsborough County was awarded $3,109,533 for the SHIP PY 19/20 for period July 1, 2019 to July 31, 
2022, of which $186,041 has been expended, leaving $2,923,492 available for FY 21.  The FY 21 Budget
included an estimate of $2,963,561, which is overstated.  Therefore, the FY 21 budget needs to be 
decreased by $40,069.  (Fund 12372)

Hillsborough County was awarded $110,676 for the SHIP PY 20/21 for period July 1, 2020 to June 30, 
2023, of which $0 has been expended, leaving $110,676 available for FY 21.  The FY 21 Budget 
included an estimate of $100,000, which is understated.  Therefore, the FY 21 budget needs to be 
increased by $10,676.  (Fund 10787)

Hillsborough County was awarded $100,000 for the SHIP PY 21/22 for period July 1, 2021 to July 31, 
2024, of which $0 has been expended, leaving $100,000 available for FY 21.  This Budget Amendment 
realigns previously budgeted funds so that funds can be expended from the appropriate accounting line. 
(Fund 10788)

SHIP provides funds to local governments as an incentive to create partnerships that produce and 
preserve affordable homeownership and multifamily housing. The program was designed to provide very
low, low and moderate income families with assistance to purchase a home, money to repair or replace a 
home and other types of housing assistance, such as down payment assistance and homeownership 
counseling.  The proposed adjustments for this fiscal year will result in a net decrease in grants of 
$154,170.

List Attachments:  Line Item Detail-Fund 12368; Line Item Detail-Fund 12372; Line Item Detail-Fund 10787; and Line Item Detail-Fund 10788
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Subject: Extension of State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) expenditure deadline for Program 
Year (PY) 17/18

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Brenda L. Brackins Contact Phone: (813) 274-6732
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 12/30/2020 Cheryl Howell 12/29/2020
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 12/30/2020 Nancy Takemori 12/29/2020
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Ronald Barton 12/30/2020
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
(a) Extend the expenditure deadline for the State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) for Program Year
(PY) 17/18.  Hillsborough County was awarded $5,936,315 for the SHIP PY 17/18 for period July 1, 
2017 to June 30, 2020, but due to unforeseen circumstances, including COVID-19, there have been 
delays.  Florida Housing Finance Corporation (FHFC) has extended the expenditure deadline from June 
30, 2020 to March 31, 2021.  (b) Authorize staff to approve the extension of expenditure deadlines with 
Florida Housing Finance Corporations in cases where there is not an agreement in place.  Extending the 
expenditure deadline will allow the funded agencies to complete the homes that are currently in progress.
There is no fiscal impact with extending the expenditure deadline. 

Financial Impact Statement:
There is no fiscal impact with extending the expenditure deadline

Background:
Hillsborough County was awarded $5,936,315 for the SHIP PY 17/18 for period July 1, 2017 to June 30, 
2020, of which $4,715,481 has been expended, leaving a balance of $1,220,834.  These funds are 
currently encumbered with several agencies .  With the onset of the pandemic in March 2020, one of the 
main agencies  terminated all in-house services for at least 90-days to ensure safety of their staff.  During 
this time, the Florida Department of Health became backlogged with requests and there were significant 
delays in getting approval from the Health Department.  In addition, several projects needed to address 
unanticipated permitting requirements and vendors experienced significant delays getting basic supplies 
such as concrete and trusses, all of which contributed to delays in expending the encumbered SHIP funds.
In recognition of these delays, the Florida Housing Finance Corporation extended the deadline for 
expenditure of the SHIP PY 17/18 funds from June 30, 2020 to March 31, 2021.  The expenditure 
deadline will allow the funded agencies to complete the homes that are currently in progress. 

List Attachments:  
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Subject: Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG CV) Agreement between Hillsborough County and Catholic Charities, 
Diocese of St. Petersburg, Inc. (Catholic Charities) to provide rent and mortgage assistance 
services. 

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Michelle Boone Contact Phone: 813-274-6842
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 1/14/2021 Cheryl Howell 1/14/2021
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 1/14/2021 Nancy Takemori 1/14/2021
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Tom Fesler 1/14/2021
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG CV) agreement in the amount of $750,000 between Hillsborough County and 
Catholic Charities, Inc. for mortgage and rental assistance services to be provided to residents of 
unincorporated Hillsborough County, Plant City, and Temple Terrace to address the continued need for 
relief from the economic effects of the Coronavirus.  This funding will provide assistance for a minimum
of 210 households at or below 80% Median Family Income.  The families will be eligible to receive up 
to three months of rental or mortgage assistance.  Funding for the Catholic Charities, Inc. agreement is 
included in the CDVG (CV) allocation totaling $750,000.  

Financial Impact Statement:
Funding for the Catholic Charities, Inc. Agreement is included in the  CDBG (CV) allocation totaling 
$750,000.

Background:
Hillsborough County  received $9,914,421 in Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) 
Act funding through the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development,. to be utilized to prevent, 
prepare for and respond to coronavirus. The funding must be spent on activities necessary due to the 
COVID-19 emergency.  Activities such as rental and mortgage assistance (and related program delivery 
costs) payments for persons who have experienced a hardship that prevents them from making these 
payments are eligible uses.  Residents continue to face economic hardships making housing costs such as
rent and mortgage payments difficult. 

The proposed agreement with Catholic Charities, Inc. is for the provision of rental and mortgage 
assistance, with related program delivery costs, with the CDBG (CV) Funds being awarded to Catholic 
Charities, Inc. through a County-issued Request for Qualifications (RFQ).  

The funds are available to households in unincorporated Hillsborough County, Plant City or Temple 



Terrace with median family incomes not exceeding 80% area median income (AMI) and past due rent or 
mortgage payments as a result of COVID-19.

Funds must be expended no later than December 30, 2021. Eligible activities must occur after March 1, 
2020.

All households receiving assistance under the agreement must demonstrate that the assistance is required 
as a result of the effects of COVID-19. 

The Catholic Charities, Inc. Agreement will be funded from CARES Act CDBG (CV) Funds allocation 
totaling $750,000 which must be expended by December 30, 2021.

List Attachments:  CDBG (CV) Funds Agreement with Catholic Charities, Inc. 
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Subject: Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG CV) Agreement between Hillsborough County and Real Estate 
Education and Community Housing, Inc. (REACH) to provide rent and mortgage assistance 
services. 

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Michelle Boone Contact Phone: 813-274-6842
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 1/14/2021 Cheryl Howell 1/14/2021
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 1/14/2021 Nancy Takemori 1/14/2021
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Tom Fesler 1/14/2021
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve the Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) Act Community Development 
Block Grant (CDBG CV) agreement in the amount of $750,000 between Hillsborough County and 
REACH, Inc. for mortgage and rental assistance services to be provided to residents of unincorporated 
Hillsborough County, Plant City, and Temple Terrace to address the continued need for relief from the 
economic effects of the coronavirus.  This funding will provide assistance for a minimum of 210 
households at or below 80% Median Family Income.  The families will be eligible to receive up to three 
months of rental or mortgage assistance.  Funding for the REACH, Inc. agreement is included in the 
CDBG (CV) allocation totaling $750,000.  

Financial Impact Statement:
Funding for the REACH, Inc. Agreement is included in the CDBG (CV) allocation totaling $750,000.

Background:
Hillsborough County received $9,914,421 in Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economic Security (CARES) 
Act funding through the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development to be utilized to prevent, 
prepare for and respond to coronavirus. The funding must be spent on activities necessary due to the 
COVID-19 emergency.  Activities such as rental and mortgage assistance (and related program delivery 
costs) payments for persons who have experienced a hardship that prevents them from making these 
payments are eligible uses. Residents continue to face economic hardships making housing costs such as 
rent and mortgage payments difficult. 

The proposed agreement with REACH, Inc. is for the provision of rental and mortgage assistance, with 
the CDBG-CV Funds being awarded to REACH, Inc. through a County-issued Request for 
Qualifications (RFQ).  

The funds are available to households in unincorporated Hillsborough County, Plant City or Temple 



Terrace with median family incomes not exceeding 80% area median income (AMI) and past due rent or 
mortgage payments as a result of COVID-19.

Funds must be expended no later than December 30, 2021. Eligible activities must occur after  March 1, 
2020.

All households receiving assistance under the agreement must demonstrate that the assistance is required 
as a result of the effects of COVID-19. 

The REACH, Inc. Agreement will be funded from CARES Act CDBG (CV) Funds allocation totaling 
$750,000 which must be expended by December 30, 2021.

List Attachments:  CDBG (CV) Funds Agreement with REACH, Inc. 
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Subject: Second Modification to the Coronavirus Relief Program Funding Agreement with Catholic 
Charities Diocese of St. Petersburg, Inc. to increase the amount of Coronavirus Relief funds 
provided from $1,250,000 to $1,469,687.18 for the acquisition and rehabilitation of an up to 
twenty (20) unit motel property for use as multi-family affordable housing development in 
unincorporated Hillsborough County.

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Layla Hartz Contact Phone: 813-274-6668
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 1/8/2021 Cheryl Howell 1/7/2021
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 1/8/2021 Nancy Takemori 1/7/2021
Management and Budget – 
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Approved as to Legal Sufficiency
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Tom Fesler 1/8/2021
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
(a) Approve Second Modification to the Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF) Funding Agreement with 
Catholic Charities Diocese of St. Petersburg, Inc.  to increase the funding amount from $1,250,000 to 
$1,469,687.18.  (b) Approve a First Modification to the CRF Deferred Payment Mortgage and 
Promissory Note to increase the mortgage amount from $1,250,000 to $1,469,687.18.  This Second 
Modification to the CRF Funding Agreement provides an additional $219,687.18 in funding for a total 
funding amount of $1,469,687.18 in Coronavirus Relief Funds for the acquisition and rehabilitation of an
up to 20-unit motel property located at 1308 N. US Highway 41 in Ruskin for use as affordable rental 
housing targeted to individuals who experience homelessness as a result of COVID-19. The additional 
funds will provide an additional $198,331.18 for acquisition and closing costs and $21,356.00 for 
rehabilitation expenses.  The additional funding for this agreement ($219,687.18) is being funded from 
the Coronavirus Relief Funds (CRF) program.  

Financial Impact Statement:
The additional funding for this agreement ($219,687.18) is being funded from the Coronavirus Relief 
Funds (CRF) program. 

Background:
On November 16, 2020 the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) approved a funding Agreement 
with Catholic Charities Diocese of St. Petersburg, Inc (BOCC Doc# 20-1286).  The funding Agreement 
provided $1,250,000 in Coronavirus Relief (CRF) Funds for the acquisition and rehabilitation of a 20-
unit motel property located at 1308 N. US Highway 41 in Ruskin for use as affordable rental housing.   

A First Modification (BOCC #20-1409) was approved by the Board of County Commissioners on 
December 16, 2020.  That Modification extended the expenditure deadline to December 30, 2020. 

This Second Modification increases the Agreement funding amount from $1,250,000 to $1,469,687.18.  



The additional funds will be used to pay for the unreimbursed acquisition and closing costs and 
construction rehabilitation expenses.  

The $219,687.18 increase in funding to this Agreement will come from the Coronavirus Relief Funds 
(CRF). 

List Attachments:  Second Modification to CRF Funding Agreement, First Modification to CRF Mortgage and Promissory Note 
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Subject: Fourth Modification to the State Housing Initiatives Program (SHIP) Funding Agreement 
with The Centre for Women, Inc. 

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Layla Hartz Contact Phone: 813-274-6668
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 1/8/2021 Cheryl Howell 1/7/2021
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 1/8/2021 Nancy Takemori 1/7/2021
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Tom Fesler 1/8/2021
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve the Fourth Modification to the Funding Agreement with The Centre for Women under the State 
Housing Initiatives Partnership (SHIP) Funding Agreement for Owner Occupied Housing Rehabilitation 
to allow for the extensions of the expenditure deadline from November 30, 2020 to March 31, 2021 and 
the expiration date of the Agreement from December 30, 2020 to April 30, 2021.  Funding for this 
agreement is included in the State Housing Initiative Partnership (SHIP) grant budget.  This Fourth 
Modification will provide an extension of time to allow for the completion of activities within the scope 
of work.  Due to COVID-19, the Centre for Women has experienced delays with contractors and 
materials and providing for a safe working environment for both contractors and homeowners.  The work
on the remaining 6 households is in progress and will be concluded by April 2021.  Hillsborough 
County's Owner-Occupied Rehabilitation Program, administered by the Centre for Women, provides for 
up to $45,000 in home repairs to low to moderate income families in Unincorporated Hillsborough 
County, Plant City and Temple Terrace.  Utilizing the funds provided under this Agreement, as of 
January 1, 2021, The Centre for Women has rehabilitated the homes of 63 low to moderate income 
households in Unincorporated Hillsborough County, Plant City and Temple Terrace.  Since 2017, 
Hillsborough County has awarded the Centre for Women a total of $3,288,509 under this Agreement.  
Currently, $3,062,951.68 has been expended.  The remaining $225,557.32 will be expended by April 
2021 and will benefit another 6 low to moderate income households in Unincorporated Hillsborough 
County, Plant City and Temple Terrace.  There is no financial impact associated with this fourth 
modification.

Financial Impact Statement:
There is no financial impact associated with this fourth modification.

Background:
The Centre for Women, Inc. was awarded SHIP funding for its Owner Occupied Housing Rehabilitation 
Program for low-income homeowners. The original Agreement was approved by the Board of County 
Commissioners on August 2, 2017 (BOCC Document # 17-0810) in the amount of $1,255,000.  A First 
Modification was approved by the Board of County Commissioners on January 24, 2019 (BOCC 



Document #19-0118) to add an additional $1,203,022 in FY 17/18 SHIP funds to the Agreement and to 
extend the expiration and expenditure dates.  A Second Modification was approved by the Board of 
County Commissioners on January 8, 2020 (BOCC Document #20-0001) and further extended the 
expiration date of the Agreement from January 15, 2020 to December 30, 2020 and the expenditure 
deadline from December 30, 2019 to November 30, 2020.  $830,487 in SHIP funding was added with the
Second Modification to allow the agency to serve additional clients, for a total funding amount of 
$3,288,509.    A Third Modification removed language referencing the specific funding year(s) from 
which the grant funds are being provided, to provide administrative flexibility.  

This Fourth Modification will provide an extension of time to allow for the completion of activities 
within the scope of work. Due to COVID-19, the Centre for Women has experienced delays with 
contractors and materials and providing for a safe working environment for both contractors and 
homeowners. The work on the remaining 6 households is in progress and will be concluded by April 
2021.

Hillsborough County's Owner-Occupied Rehabilitation Program, administered by the Centre for Women,
provides for up to $45,000 in home repairs to low to moderate income families in Unincorporated 
Hillsborough County, Plant City and Temple Terrace. 

Utilizing the funds provided under this Agreement, as of January 1, 2021, The Centre for Women has 
rehabilitated the homes of 63 low to moderate income households in Unincorporated Hillsborough 
County, Plant City and Temple Terrace.

Since 2017, Hillsborough County has awarded the Centre for Women a total of $3,288,509 under this 
Agreement. Currently, $3,062,951.68 has been expended. The remaining $225,557.32 will be expended 
by April 2021 and will benefit another 6 low to moderate income households in Unincorporated 
Hillsborough County, Plant City and Temple Terrace. 

There is no financial impact associated with this fourth modification.

List Attachments:  Fourth Modification to SHIP Funding Agreement with The Centre for Women
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Subject: First Modification to the Interlocal Funding Agreement between Hillsborough County and the
City of Temple Terrace, funding the costs of infrastructure improvements under the 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG), to extend the agreement term and to add 
additional eligible areas for infrastructure improvements.  

Department Name: Affordable Housing Services
Contact Person: Layla Hartz Contact Phone: 813-274-6668
Sign-Off Approvals:
Ronald Barton 1/8/2021 Cheryl Howell 1/7/2021
Assistant County Administrator Date Department Director Date

Kevin Brickey 1/8/2021 Nancy Takemori 1/7/2021
Management and Budget – 
Approved as to Financial Impact Accuracy

Date County Attorney – 
Approved as to Legal Sufficiency

Date

Tom Fesler 1/8/2021
Deputy County Administrator Date

Staff's Recommended Board Motion:
Approve the First Modification to the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Interlocal Funding
Agreement with the City of Temple Terrace to extend the expenditure deadline from November 30, 2020
to July 31, 2021 and the expiration date of the Agreement from December 31, 2020 to August 31, 2021, 
and to add additional eligible areas for infrastructure improvements.  Additional time is needed to 
complete this project due to the impact that COVID-19 has had on securing subcontractors and materials.
Infrastructure improvements to be made under this Agreement include the addition of sidewalks and the 
improvement of water service lines in the following low to moderate income areas in the Census Tracts 
areas of 010809-B1, 010701-B4, and 010702-B3 in Temple Terrace, which encompasses Fletcher 
Avenue to the north, 56th Avenue to the east, Busch Blvd., to the south and Temple Terrace City limits 
to the east. These infrastructure improvements, once completed, will benefit 2,155 people residing in the 
qualified Census Tracts.  Construction on the water service line is approximately 70% complete. A 
Request for Proposal for the sidewalk installation project will be issued within thirty days with an 
anticipated construction timeline of ninety days. Construction is anticipated to be completed by August 
2021.  There is no financial impact associated with this modification.

Financial Impact Statement:
There is no financial impact associated with this modification. 

Background:
On January 24, 2020, Hillsborough County and the City of Temple Terrace entered into a Community 
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Interlocal Funding Agreement for FY 2019-2020 in the amount of 
$248,155.00 (BOCC Doc. #20-0056). The Agreement provided CDBG funding to the City of Temple 
Terrace for infrastructure improvements, including improvements to water and sewer lines and sidewalks
in the low to moderate income areas in Temple Terrace. 

This First Modification will provide an extension of time to allow for the completion of activities within 



the scope of work and will add additional eligible areas for infrastructure improvements within the low to
moderate income areas in Temple Terrace. 

Additional time is needed to complete this project due to the impact that COVID-19 has had on securing 
subcontractors and materials.  

Infrastructure improvements to be made under this Agreement include the addition of sidewalks and the 
improvement of water service lines in the following low to moderate income areas in the Census Tracts 
areas of 010809-B1, 010701-B4, and 010702-B3 in Temple Terrace, which encompasses Fletcher 
Avenue to the north, 56th Avenue to the east, Busch Blvd., to the south and Temple Terrace City limits 
to the east. These infrastructure improvements, once completed, will benefit 2,155 people residing in the 
qualified Census Tracts. 

Construction on the water service line is approximately 70% complete. A Request for Proposal for the 
sidewalk installation project will be issued within thirty days with an anticipated construction timeline of 
ninety days. Construction is anticipated to be completed by August 2021. 

There is no financial impact associated with this modification. 

List Attachments:  First Modification to the Interlocal Funding Agreement



Monitoring and Compliance 

All Projects are monitored annually throughout the affordability period established at the time of funding.  

The chart below reflects projects funded from 1996-2020 still within the affordability period.   Affordability 

periods range from 5 -40 years depending on the program funding and requirements.  

 

Projects 

Monitored 

Annually 

# 

Properties 

Funding Invested 

(Local, State and 

Federal) 

1996-2019 

Total Units Set Aside Units 

Required 

Multi-Family 60 $75,027,364 6000 2700 

Public Facilities 50 $21,959,000 

 

50 50 

Pubic Service 8 $1,009,784 Agencies Service Agencies 

Local Funds 1/8 $200,000 Agencies Capacity Building 

CRF 3  $4,000,000 1200 clients Rental/Mortgage 

Assistance 

THHI – HESG 6 $594,441 Agencies Homeless Services 

THHI – HESG CV I 5 $2,129,659 Agencies Rapid Rehousing 

Shelter Operations 

THHI – HESG CV2 5 $6,054,897 Agencies Rapid Rehousing 

Shelter Operations 

CDBG -CV 1 & 3 TBD $9,351,620 

 

Agencies Public Facilities and 

Rental Assistance 

State Cares Act 1 $1,250,000 10 Motel Acquisition 

 

For the period of January to date, the compliance team is completing desk audits for multi-family 

properties, single family rehab  agencies, as well as Public Facilities and Public Services.  Due to COVID, file 

review site visits will resume on an as needed basis to maintain compliance, or secure file share system 

will be utilized.   

We are working continuously with the Public Service Agencies and THHI to close out FY2020 and provide 

technical assistance for new funding agreements for FY2021.   

New agreements are pending HUD grant agreement for the PY20/FY21 funding year for CDBG and HOME 

and HESG funding.   

Rental and Mortgage assistance is available through December with two outside agencies. Pending 

agreement execution.  



Planning and Reporting 

 The RFP #21004 for CLT was published Jan 12‐29, 2021. The Evaluation date has not been 

confirmed yet. 

 New policy change – All of Committee Members must be in person and at the same location. 



Contracts Division 

All Affordable Housing, Public Facility, Infrastructure and Public Improvement Construction Projects are 

managed through the Contracts Division. The chart below reflects all of the current open projects by 

type funded with CDBG, HOME, SHIP, Local funds and Coronavirus Relief Funds.   

Projects 

Monitored 

Annually 

# Projects 

(40) 

Funding Invested 

(Local, State and 

Federal) 

 

Total 

Beneficiaries or 

Households 

Types of Activity 

CDBG Public 

Facilities  

22 $11,062,042.24 

 

8,651 

 

Facilities 

 

CDBG MF  

Rehabilitation 

3 $5,384,019.00 165 

 

Multi-Family  

Rental 

CDBG Temple 

Terrace and Plant 

City 

5 $2,063,945.00 10,645 Urban County 

Partner - 

Infrastructure 

HOME – SF Land 

Acquisition 

and/or New 

Construction 

3 $1,040,000.00 21 Single Family 

Construction 

SHIP – Down 

Payment Asst 

1 $1,000,000.00 80 

 

Single Family 

SHIP – Owner  

Rehabilitation  

3 $4,505,329.47 

 

70 

 

Single Family 

SHIP – MF New 

Construction 

1 $100,547.00 112 

 

Multi-Family  

Rental 

Local – Housing 

Counseling & 

Relocation 

1 $646,816.00 28 

 

Relocation – Tampa 

Park Residents 

CRF – 

Acquisition/Rehab 

1 $1,250,000.00 12 Catholic Charities- 

Ruskin Motel 

  

Currently there are 40 active projects managed by the Contracts team including, but not limited to:   

twenty (20) Public Facility Renovations that include Group Homes, Children’s Education Center, 

Community Park, Adult Special Needs Day Care Center, Homeless Family Solutions Center, Education 

and Workforce Opportunity Center, and Foster Care facilities.   Three (3) Multi Family Rehabilitation 

projects that will add 21 units to the affordable housing stock in the County, one (1) New Construction 

multi-family housing project that will add an additional 112 units of affordable housing stock, five (5) 

Urban County Partner infrastructure projects with the City of Temple Terrace and Plant City and one (1) 

Down Payment Assistance Project. The acquisition and rehab of a twelve (12) unit motel in Ruskin that 

will serve people experiencing homelessness due to COVID-19.  Additionally, the Contracts Team 

currently oversees three (3) vendors who administer Owner Occupied Single Family Housing 

Rehabilitation programs on behalf of Hillsborough County. Those Contracts total $4,505,329.47 and to 

date has assisted approximately seventy (70) residents in the County.  



The Contracts and Compliance Teams assist with providing Technical Assistance and ongoing review to 

ensure the projects are running smoothly, are completing on time and within the approved budget.  
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Affordable Housing Services 
Newsle er ‐ December 2020 

Latest News 

Affordable Housing  

Previously Featured Projects 

Item Totals 

Hard and So  Construc on Costs $166,723.66 

Project  Management Costs $38,680.00 

Total $205,403.66 

Date Projects Units Funding 

Nov 2020 ETBCA ‐ Park Sands   $3,572,750.00 

Oct 2020 A kids Place of Tampa Bay, 
Inc.  $132,635.00 

Sept 2020 Seminole Park Apts 100 $371,441.69 

Aug 2020 BCT Maple Point 1 $62,971.46 

           RTTB – Ronnie Hackney Demolition/Rebuild Home  

Ronnie Hackney, a life-long resident of Plant City, has lived in the same home 
for the last 46 years along with his twin sister, father, and mother; providing 
care for his mother for twelve (12) years.   

Ronnie became a client of Rebuilding Together Tampa Bay’s Demolition/
Reconstruction Program. RTTB offers low-income homeowners and their 
families who cannot afford to make home improvements and are living in unsafe 
conditions, a unique opportunity to rebuild their homes from the foundation. 
These homes are constructed to ensure they are energy-efficient, and 
accessible; allowing the homeowner, their family, and future generations a safe 
and healthy place to live.  

When RTTB staff surveyed Ronnie’s home, they found the work it needed 
would have cost more than half the home’s value.  The home did not have 
working AC, the toilet was not functional, the hot water heater had exposed 
wires, plumbing consisted of pipes flowing out from the house, there were 
multiple broken windows throughout the home, the well did not work efficiently 
due to root growth, and the interior of his home would often flood in a hard rain.  

The reconstruction work is funded by Hillsborough County’s Affordable Housing 
Services Department.  To qualify for assistance, the homeowners must live in 
Hillsborough County, be current with all taxes and mortgage payments, and 
meet income requirements.  For more information, visit www.rttb.org. 
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